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VIRTUAL MEETING TELECONFERENCING NUMBER FOR PUBLIC PARTICIPATION 
In conformity with the Governor’s Executive Order No-29-20 (MARCH 17, 2020) and due to 
concerns over COVID-19, the LA 32 Neighborhood Council meeting will be conducted entirely 
telephonically. 
 
Every person wishing to address the Neighborhood Council must dial (669) 900-6833, 
or if this number doesn’t work use any of the other phone numbers below, and enter 
89856530135 and then press # to join the meeting. Instructions on how to sign up for 
public comment will be given to listeners at the start of the meeting.  
 

You are invited to a Zoom webinar. 
When: Feb 3, 2021 06:00 PM Pacific Time (US and Canada) 

Topic: LA32NC GENERAL BOARD MEETING 
 

Please click the link below to join the webinar: 
https://us02web.zoom.us/j/89856530135 

 
Or iPhone one-tap : 

US: +16699006833,,89856530135#  or +13462487799,,89856530135# 
Or Telephone: 

Dial(for higher quality, dial a number based on your current location): 
US: +1 669 900 6833  or +1 346 248 7799  or +1 253 215 8782  or +1 312 626 

6799  or +1 929 205 6099  or +1 301 715 8592  or 833 548 0282 (Toll Free) or 877 
853 5257 (Toll Free) or 888 475 4499 (Toll Free) or 833 548 0276 (Toll Free) 

Webinar ID: 898 5653 0135 
International numbers available: https://us02web.zoom.us/u/kcezO2vZxl 

 



 

 

THE AMERICAN WITH DISABILITIES ACT - As a covered entity under Title II of the Americans 
with Disabilities Act, the City of Los Angeles does not discriminate on the basis of disability 
and, upon request, will provide reasonable accommodation to ensure equal access to its 
programs, services, and activities. Sign language interpreters, assistive listening devices, and 
other auxiliary aids and/or services, may be provided upon request. To ensure availability of 
services, please make your request at least 3 business days (72 hours) prior to the meeting 
you wish to attend by contacting the Department of Neighborhood Empowerment by email: 
NCSupport@lacity.org or phone: (213) 978-1551. 
 
PUBLIC ACCESS OF RECORDS – In compliance with Government Code section 54957.5, non-
exempt writings that are distributed to a majority or all of the board in advance of a meeting 
may be viewed at 200 N. Spring Street Los Angeles, CA 90012 and at our website: 
www.empowerla.org or at the scheduled meeting.  In addition, if you would like a copy of any 
record related to an item on the agenda, please contact (213) 978-1551 or email: 
NCsupport@lacity.org 
 
PUBLIC INPUT AT NEIGHBORHOOD COUNCIL MEETINGS – The public is requested to dial *9, 
when prompted by the presiding officer, to address the Board on any agenda item before the 
Board takes an action on an item. Comments from the public on agenda items will be heard 
only when the respective item is being considered. Comments from the public on other 
matters not appearing on the agenda that are within the Board’s jurisdiction will be heard 
during the General Public Comment period.   Please note that under the Brown Act, the Board 
is prevented from acting on a matter that you bring to its attention during the General Public 
Comment period; however, the issue raised by a member of the public may become the 
subject of a future Board meeting. Public comment is limited to I minute per speaker, unless 
adjusted by the presiding officer of the Board. 
 
SERVICIOS DE TRADUCCIÓN - Si requiere servicios de traducción, favor de avisar al Concejo 
Vecinal 3 días de trabajo (72 horas) antes del evento. Por favor contacte a Cynthia Sandoval de 
la Mesa Directiva, al c.sandovalla32nc@gmail.com 
 
Notice to Paid Representatives - If you are compensated to monitor, attend, or speak at this 
meeting, City law may require you to register as a lobbyist and report your activity. See Los 
Angeles Municipal Code §§ 48.01 et seq. More information is available at 
ethics.lacity.org/lobbying. For assistance, please contact the Ethics Commission at {213) 978-
1960 or ethics.commission@lacity.org 
 
PUBLIC POSTING OF AGENDAS – Neighborhood Council agendas are posted for public review 
as follows: El Sereno Senior Center at 4818 Klamath Place, Los Angeles, CA 90032 
www.LA32NC.org You can also receive our agendas via email by subscribing to L.A. City’s 
Early Notification System at https://www.lacity.org/subscriptions  
 

AGENDA 

Opening Remarks 

1. Call to Order / Roll Call  

a. Sylvia Cruz, President 
b. Johnny Gurski, Vice President 
c. Brian Mico, Treasurer 
d. Cynthia Sandoval, Corresponding Secretary 
e. David Chacon, Recording Secretary 
f. Ester Petschar, At Large Community Organizational Director 
g. Carmen Tata, At Large Regional Director 
h. Dr. Tom Williams, North Region Director 



 

 

i. Peter Kightlinger, North Region Director 
j. Jorge Garcia, East Region Director 
k. Karen Aceves, East Region Director 
l. Erika Crenshaw, South Region Director 
m. James Marin, South Region Director 
n. Jose Medina, West Region Director 
o. Anthony Lopez, West Region Director 

      
  2. Community / Government Reports and Announcements: 
  a. LA City Council District 14 Representative 
  b. LAPD Senior Leads 
  c. Government Departments/Agencies/DONE/RYLAN 
  d. Community Organizations 
  e. Budget Advocate 
  f. LAUSD Representative 
  g. Homelessness Liaison 
       
 3. General Public Comment on Non-Agenda items: Comments from the public on   
  nonagenda items within the Board’s jurisdiction. Each speaker will be allowed two  
  (2) minutes. 
 
 4.  Discussion and possible motion to approve the Monthly Expense Reports for October  
  2020, November 2020 and December 2020. 
 
 5. Discussion and possible motion to approve the Minutes from the 12-09-20 Special  
  General Board Meeting and for the 1-06-21 General Board Meeting. 
 
 6.  LA32NC’s Treasurer’s Report on the LA32NC 2020-2021 FY Budget.  
 

 OLD BUSINESS 
   

7. Discussion and possible motion to reallocate up to $7000 from General/Operational to 
Neighborhood Purpose Grants for the LA32NC 2020-2021 fiscal year budget. 

 
8. Discussion and possible motion to forward the Stakeholders’ Petition to abate the 

disturbance of the peace from Al’s Auto Spa self-service car wash to CD14 
Councilmember Kevin De Leon, and to write a letter of resolution to CD14 
Councilmember Kevin De Leon asking him to contact the owner of the Al’s Auto Spa 
self-service car wash located in El Sereno at 4760 Huntington Drive South to notify the 
owner that their car wash customers are disturbing the neighborhood’s peace by playing 
their car radios loudly at late hours and to have the Councilmember request that the owner 
erect a sign on their business that asks the customers to keep their radios off from 10pm to 
7am to comply with the Noise Control Ordinance. 

 
NEW BUSINESS 
 

9.   Discussion and possible motion to send a letter to County Supervisor Hilda Solis 
supporting the LAUSD request to authorize LAUSD schools including but not limited to 
Hollenbeck Middle School to serve as Covid19 vaccine sites for the LA32NC 
stakeholders. See attached letter template. 

 



 

 

10. Discussion and possible motion to authorize payment for the invoice of $750 from vendor 
R& S Litho for 15 NC community outreach Directors’ shirts to be paid from the current 
2020-2021 Fiscal Year budget.  

 
11. Discussion and possible motion to authorize payment for the invoice of $1000 from 

vendor R& S Litho for 15 sets of NC Directors’ business cards using encumbered funds 
to be paid from the current 2020-2021 Fiscal Year budget. 

 
12. Discussion and possible action to hear the presentation up to 10 minutes from a USC 

representative about the Good Neighbors Grant Program.   
 

13. Discussion and possible action to hear the presentation up to 5 minutes from a 
representative of the non-profit organization Food and Water Watch related to the 
Community Impact Statement filed by the LA32NC in 2019.  

 
14. Discussion and possible action to approve to pay up to $5000 for the NPG from Youth 

Film Productions to teach students at local schools including Wilson High School to make 
films to be shown at the Lincoln Heights Film Festival or other Covid edition virtual 
festival on 3-28-21. 

 
 15.  Board Member Reports. Reports from the Board Directors’ Special Committees and  
  Homelessness Ad Hoc Committee and brief announcements. 
 

16. Motion to adjourn. 
 



Monthly Expenditure Report

Monthly Cash Reconciliation

Beginning Balance Total Spent Remaining
Balance Outstanding Commitments Net Available

$39913.77 $685.43 $39228.34 $2310.00 $0.00 $36918.34

Monthly Cash Flow Analysis

Budget Category Adopted Budget Total Spent this
Month

Unspent Budget
Balance Outstanding Net Available

Office

$19100.00

$685.43

$6804.13 

$0.00

$4494.13 Outreach $0.00 $2310.00

Elections $0.00 $0.00

Community
Improvement Project $2000.00 $0.00 $2000.00 $0.00 $2000.00

Neighborhood Purpose
Grants $10900.00 $0.00 $10900.00 $0.00 $10900.00

Funding Requests Under Review: $0.00 Encumbrances: $0.00 Previous Expenditures: $11610.44

Expenditures

# Vendor Date Description Budget Category Sub-category Total

1 METRO PCS -
VALLEY BLV 10/12/2020 Monthly Phone/hotspot

payment
General

Operations
Expenditure

Office $114.00

2 ADOBE
800-833-6687 10/14/2020 BAC/invoice for purchase of

AdobePro DC 
General

Operations
Expenditure

Office $179.88

3 APPLEONE
EMPLOYMENT SV 10/24/2020 Apple One Services

General
Operations
Expenditure

Office $184.80

4 APPLEONE
EMPLOYMENT SV 10/24/2020 Apple One services

General
Operations
Expenditure

Office $69.30

5 APPLEONE
EMPLOYMENT SV 10/24/2020 Apple One services

General
Operations
Expenditure

Office $91.25

6 APPLEONE
EMPLOYMENT SV 10/24/2020 Apple One services

General
Operations
Expenditure

Office $46.20

 Subtotal: $685.43

Outstanding Expenditures

# Vendor Date Description Budget Category Sub-category Total

Reporting Month: October 2020

NC Name: LA-32 Neighborhood
Council

Budget Fiscal Year: 2020-2021



1 Woodrow Wilson
High School 08/20/2020

Community Fireworks - to be
paid from encumbrance funds
funds from 19/20 FY

General
Operations
Expenditure

Outreach $2310.00

 Subtotal: Outstanding $2310.00



ACCOUNT INFORMATION 

metro Account Name CYNTHIA SANDOVAL 

Account Number 430525362 

by TMobile Phone Number MULTIPLE SERVICES 
PAGE 3 

CELLULAR SERVICE 

MONTHLY CHARGES FOR (323) 489-2337 

MONTHLY SERVICE 10/11>11/10 $60 UNL LTE w/15GB HS Plan.. 
MONTHLY SERVICE 10/11-> 11/10 PHP Program...

60.00 

3.00 

MONTHLY SERVICE 10/11-> 11/10 Scam Shield Premium.. . 

Total Monthly Charges.. 
2.00 o** ************ ****** 

65.00 

MONTHLY CHARGES FOR (323) 568-7128 

MONTHLY SERVICE 10/11>11/10 15GB HOTSPOT DATA PLAN F. 45.00 **************°°**" 

MONTHLY SERVICE 10/11-> 11/10 PHP Program.. ************ *******************"° ***'°** °****** 3.00 

Total Monthly Charges... 48.00 



metro 
by F Mobile 

Authorized 
Dealer 

VB 

4815 E. VALLEY BLVD 

LOS ANGELES, CA 90332 

323-352-3141 

INVOICE: 80332 DATE: 10/12/2020 04 16 00 

ACCOUNT: 40263 EMP ID:CYNTHI 

NAME SANDOVAL 

*80332* 

ITEM DESCRIPTION QTY PRICE SUBTOTAR 

3234892337 SERVICE PAYMENT QPAYPC1192006697 
243133274 1 $111.00 $111 00 

PAYMENT PROCESSING FEE 

3.00 $3 00 

Bill Payments are non refundable. 

Due Date: 11/10/2020 (10 of each month) 

Phone: 3234892337 

Conf#: QPAYPC1192006697 

Carrier# 243133274 

SUBTOTAL: $114.00 

TAX: $0.00 
TOTAL: $114.00 

CC $114.00 

.Card PAID: $114.00 

CHANGE: $0.00 

Metro by T-Mobile will glàdly ässist 

Wth your Return. 

Return a Device or acoessory ("Device'") 

within 14 days of the purohase date of 

the original Device. 

Return the Device with your receipt, in 

1Es package, ith all oontents, 

undamaged and in good working condition, 

with o mäterial álterations to the 

Device's härdware or Oftware. 

Returns mustt be mäde at the stora wlhere 

the device as purchased - Al1 returns 

must be made for reasons outside af 

Warrarity 1SS1éS. 

Refunds will be less any rebatES 

received and shippí.ny aosts. Cert ain 

promotional offors may regiire yu to 

returIn all 1tems You reO6iVed with your 

Devioe änd oould cause you to begome 

ineligible for any promot ional 

discounts. 

There are nc returns, rafunds, Or 

aredits for prepaid serviae fees, 

monthly service, applicat ion downloa 
add-ons and other fees. 

Returu1 Polioy is for nen device 

astivat ions only. 



METRO PCS- VALLEY BLVD 

4815 E. VALLEY BLVD 

LOS ANGELES, CA 90032 
(323) 352-3141 

10/12 2020 16:15:59 

CREDIT CARD 

MC SALE 

Card # XXXXXXXXXXXX9676 

MASTERCARD Chip Card: 
AID: A0O0000041010 

SEQ # 
Batch # 
Trans # 
Approval Code 
TRANS ID: 

081263 
MCPI8H1XZ1012 

Entry Method: 
Mode: 

Chip Read 

Issuer PIN Bypassed 
$0.00 Tax Amount: 

SALE AMOUNT SI14.00 
THANK YOU 

CUSTOMER COPY 





Page 1 of 1

  Comments:

        179.88
Invoice Total

USD
CurrencySales Tax

0.000.00
S & H

Invoice TotalsNorth AmericaNorth America

1
Qty Shipped

1276696366Invoice Number:

OCT-13-20Invoice Date:

ADB137088508Purchase Order:

7024879282Order Number:

1452233Customer No.:

Reprint

Credit CardPayment Terms:

Adobe Inc.
345 Park Ave
San Jose, CA 95110

INVOICE

 Bill To:

   Line No             Material No / Description                                                           UOM                       Unit Price                  Qty               Extended Price     

OCT-13-20Order Date:

Cynthia Sandoval
200 S Spring St Neighborhood Counci
CA  90012

OCT-20-20Due Date:

https://helpx.adobe.com/contact.html
Adobe Contact Information:

00004490Contract No

1215065506Bill to No.

000010 65232746 EA         179.88      1         179.88

Acrobat Pro Subs CC ALL MLP 12 Mo ESD Sub MUN 1YR PRPD



00950101 0087- 12/25/2019

P.O. Box 29048
Glendale CA 91209-9048

TIN: 95-2580864
(818) 240-8688

Invoice

Amount     
01-5465354

Invoice NumberCustomer - Site Invoice Date PageOffice
1002 Downtown L.A.

  Employee Name Line   Job Description Weekend Charge Unit Rate Total
1

Bill To
Cynthia Sandoval
City of LA- LA-32 Neighborhood Council

4818 Klamath Pl
Los Angeles CA 90032

Sales Tax State

Not Specified
Not Specified

Purchase Order
Department

$184.80

8.00Clerical STD12/07/2019Weingarten, Elspeth 1 23.10 $184.800.00

SB Code : SB Value :
New ContractCNTRT
El Sereno LA32LOCTN
lopez, rolandREQTR

00950101 0087- 12/25/2019

Remit To: Remittance Copy

Bill To: City of LA- LA-32 Neighborhood Council
4818 Klamath Pl
Los Angeles CA 90032

AppleOne Employment Services
Accounts Receivable

Glendale CA 91209-9048 

Amount  Invoice NumberCustomer # Invoice Date Amount PaidOffice
1002 Downtown L.A.01-5465354 $184.80

NOTE: PAYMENT DUE UPON PRESENTATION OF THIS INVOICE. Unpaid balance 30 days from invoice date shall be subject to a service charge of 1.5% per month. (18% per annum)

Please detach at the dotted line and return bottom portion with your payment. Thank you.

Cynthia Sandoval

000000000000000000000001848001-5465354009501010112242019110038 - 0087

IF YOU HAVE QUESTIONS ON THIS INVOICE PLEASE CALL NUMBER  OTHERWISE REMIT PAYMENT UPON RECEIPT.213-892-0234

P.O. Box 29048
You can now pay electronically through

Visit www.ApplePay.com or Call (866) 898-7152 for details



Invoice 01-5465354 Line 1 Weingarten, Elspeth XH71386119
12/24/2019 11:54:41 PM     Invoice 01-5465354

Page of1 1



00950101 0087- 09/09/2020

P.O. Box 29048
Glendale CA 91209-9048

TIN: 95-2580864
(818) 240-8688

Invoice

Amount     
01-5673243

Invoice NumberCustomer - Site Invoice Date PageOffice
1002 Downtown L.A.

  Employee Name Line   Job Description Weekend Charge Unit Rate Total
1

Bill To
Michelle Corzantes
City of LA- LA-32 Neighborhood Council

4818 Klamath Pl
Los Angeles CA 90032

Sales Tax State

Not Specified
Not Specified

Purchase Order
Department

$69.30

3.00Clerical STD09/05/2020Newman, Charles 1 23.10 $69.300.00

SB Code : SB Value :
C-132956CNTRT

00950101 0087- 09/09/2020

Remit To: Remittance Copy

Bill To: City of LA- LA-32 Neighborhood Council
4818 Klamath Pl
Los Angeles CA 90032

AppleOne Employment Services
Accounts Receivable

Glendale CA 91209-9048 

Amount  Invoice NumberCustomer # Invoice Date Amount PaidOffice
1002 Downtown L.A.01-5673243 $69.30

NOTE: PAYMENT DUE UPON PRESENTATION OF THIS INVOICE. Unpaid balance 30 days from invoice date shall be subject to a service charge of 1.5% per month. (18% per annum)

Please detach at the dotted line and return bottom portion with your payment. Thank you.

Michelle Corzantes

000000000000000000000000693001-5673243009501010109102020110038 - 0087

IF YOU HAVE QUESTIONS ON THIS INVOICE PLEASE CALL NUMBER  OTHERWISE REMIT PAYMENT UPON RECEIPT.213-892-0234

P.O. Box 29048
You can now pay electronically through

Visit www.ApplePay.com or Call (866) 898-7152 for details



Invoice 01-5673243 Line 1 Newman, Charles XJ57598920
9/10/2020 10:25:00 PM     Invoice 01-5673243

Page of1 1



00950101 0087- 01/15/2020

P.O. Box 29048
Glendale CA 91209-9048

TIN: 95-2580864
(818) 240-8688

Invoice

Amount     
01-5488727

Invoice NumberCustomer - Site Invoice Date PageOffice
1002 Downtown L.A.

  Employee Name Line   Job Description Weekend Charge Unit Rate Total
1

Bill To
Michelle Corzantes
City of LA- LA-32 Neighborhood Council

4818 Klamath Pl
Los Angeles CA 90032

Sales Tax State

Not Specified
Not Specified

Purchase Order
Department

$91.25

3.95Clerical STD01/11/2020Koch, John Brad 1 23.10 $91.250.00

SB Code : SB Value :
New ContractCNTRT
El Sereno LA32LOCTN
lopez, rolandREQTR

00950101 0087- 01/15/2020

Remit To: Remittance Copy

Bill To: City of LA- LA-32 Neighborhood Council
4818 Klamath Pl
Los Angeles CA 90032

AppleOne Employment Services
Accounts Receivable

Glendale CA 91209-9048 

Amount  Invoice NumberCustomer # Invoice Date Amount PaidOffice
1002 Downtown L.A.01-5488727 $91.25

NOTE: PAYMENT DUE UPON PRESENTATION OF THIS INVOICE. Unpaid balance 30 days from invoice date shall be subject to a service charge of 1.5% per month. (18% per annum)

Please detach at the dotted line and return bottom portion with your payment. Thank you.

Michelle Corzantes

000000000000000000000000912501-5488727009501010101162020110038 - 0087

IF YOU HAVE QUESTIONS ON THIS INVOICE PLEASE CALL NUMBER  OTHERWISE REMIT PAYMENT UPON RECEIPT.213-892-0234

P.O. Box 29048
You can now pay electronically through

Visit www.ApplePay.com or Call (866) 898-7152 for details



Invoice 01-5488727 Line 1 Koch, John Brad XH91956920
1/16/2020 10:32:54 PM     Invoice 01-5488727

Page of1 1



00950101 0087- 02/05/2020

P.O. Box 29048
Glendale CA 91209-9048

TIN: 95-2580864
(818) 240-8688

Invoice

Amount     
01-5508410

Invoice NumberCustomer - Site Invoice Date PageOffice
1002 Downtown L.A.

  Employee Name Line   Job Description Weekend Charge Unit Rate Total
1

Bill To
Michelle Corzantes
City of LA- LA-32 Neighborhood Council

4818 Klamath Pl
Los Angeles CA 90032

Sales Tax State

Not Specified
Not Specified

Purchase Order
Department

$46.20

2.00Clerical STD02/01/2020Koch, John Brad 1 23.10 $46.200.00

SB Code : SB Value :
New ContractCNTRT
El Sereno LA32LOCTN
lopez, rolandREQTR

00950101 0087- 02/05/2020

Remit To: Remittance Copy

Bill To: City of LA- LA-32 Neighborhood Council
4818 Klamath Pl
Los Angeles CA 90032

AppleOne Employment Services
Accounts Receivable

Glendale CA 91209-9048 

Amount  Invoice NumberCustomer # Invoice Date Amount PaidOffice
1002 Downtown L.A.01-5508410 $46.20

NOTE: PAYMENT DUE UPON PRESENTATION OF THIS INVOICE. Unpaid balance 30 days from invoice date shall be subject to a service charge of 1.5% per month. (18% per annum)

Please detach at the dotted line and return bottom portion with your payment. Thank you.

Michelle Corzantes

000000000000000000000000462001-5508410009501010102062020110038 - 0087

IF YOU HAVE QUESTIONS ON THIS INVOICE PLEASE CALL NUMBER  OTHERWISE REMIT PAYMENT UPON RECEIPT.213-892-0234

P.O. Box 29048
You can now pay electronically through

Visit www.ApplePay.com or Call (866) 898-7152 for details



Invoice 01-5508410 Line 1 Koch, John Brad XI11837020
2/6/2020 10:38:51 PM     Invoice 01-5508410

Page of1 1



Monthly Expenditure Report

Monthly Cash Reconciliation

Beginning Balance Total Spent Remaining
Balance Outstanding Commitments Net Available

$39228.34 $5114.00 $34114.34 $2310.00 $0.00 $31804.34

Monthly Cash Flow Analysis

Budget Category Adopted Budget Total Spent this
Month

Unspent Budget
Balance Outstanding Net Available

Office

$19100.00

$114.00

$1690.13 

$0.00

$-619.87 Outreach $5000.00 $2310.00

Elections $0.00 $0.00

Community
Improvement Project $2000.00 $0.00 $2000.00 $0.00 $2000.00

Neighborhood Purpose
Grants $10900.00 $0.00 $10900.00 $0.00 $10900.00

Funding Requests Under Review: $0.00 Encumbrances: $0.00 Previous Expenditures: $12295.87

Expenditures

# Vendor Date Description Budget Category Sub-category Total

1 SQ EL SERENO
BICENTEN 11/09/2020

BAC/Receipt enclosed for
$5,000.00 ESBC Tree lighting
2020

General
Operations
Expenditure

Outreach $5000.00

2 METRO PCS -
VALLEY BLV 11/12/2020 Phone/Hotspot payment

Nov.2020
General

Operations
Expenditure

Office $114.00

 Subtotal: $5114.00

Outstanding Expenditures

# Vendor Date Description Budget Category Sub-category Total

1 Woodrow Wilson
High School 08/20/2020

Community Fireworks - to be
paid from encumbrance funds
funds from 19/20 FY

General
Operations
Expenditure

Outreach $2310.00

 Subtotal: Outstanding $2310.00

Reporting Month: November 2020

NC Name: LA-32 Neighborhood
Council

Budget Fiscal Year: 2020-2021



Invoice #000008

El Sereno Tree Lighting
We appreciate your business.

Additional Recipients: c.sandovalla32nc@gmail.com

Bill To Invoice Details Payment

La-32 Neighborhood Council

LA32NC

aljcruzmoreno@gmail.com

323-472-1952

4818 Klamath Pl,

Los Angeles, , CA 90032

PDF created November 9, 2020

$5,000.00

Due November 6, 2020

$5,000.00

Item Quantity Price Amount

Donation/Sponsorship 1 $5,000.00 $5,000.00

Subtotal $5,000.00

Total Paid $5,000.00

Payments

Nov 9, 2020 (Mastercard 9676) $5,000.00

Page 1 of 1

El Sereno Bicentennial Committe PO Box 32097

Los Angeles, CA 90032 United States | 619-739-1786

esbc.mbgg@yahoo.com

View online

To view your invoice go to https://gosq.me/u/NXfowcEP  x

Or open your camera on your mobile device, and place the code on the left
within the camera's view.















ACCOUNT INFORMATION 

metro by F.Mobile 

Account Name CYNTHIA SANDOVAL 

Account Number 4305253662 

Phone Number MULTIPLE SERVICES 
PAGE 3 

CELLULAR SERVICE 

MONTHLY CHARGES FOR (323) 489-2337 

MONTHLY SERVICE 11/11>12/10 $60 UNL LTE w/15GB HS Plan.. ******************* 

MONTHLY SERVICE 11/11->12/10 Scam Shield Premium.. 
MONTHLY SERVICE 11/11->12/10 PHP Device Insurance... 
Total Monthly Charges. **************************************** 

.00 

2.00 * ************* :****** ****** 

2.00 

64.00 *************"************* 

MONTHLY CHARGES FOR (323) 568-7128 

MONTHLY SERVICE 11/11->12/10 15GB HOTSPOT DATA PLAN F. 
MONTHLY SERVICE 11/11-12/10 PHP Device Insurance... i******************************************************** 
Total Monthly Charges... ***********************************************************s*nsaen**********so*** * 

45.00 ********************************************

2.00 

47.00 



metro 
by F Mobile 

Authorized 

Dealer 

VB 

4815 E. VALLEY BLVD 

LOS ANGELES, CA 90332 

323-352-3141 

INVOICE: 80899 DATE: 11/12/2020 06 41 00 

ACCOUNT: 40606 EMP ID:CYNTHI 

METRO PCS VALLEY BLVD 

4815 E. VALLEY BLVD 
NAME: SANDOVAL 

LOS ANGELES, CA 90032 

(323) 352-3141 80899* 
11/12/2020 19:42:23 

ITEM DESCRIPTION QTY 
PRICE SUBTOTAl CREDIT CARD 

3234892337 SERVICE PAYMENT QPAYPC1203043260 MC SALE 
254916761 XXxXKKKX9676 

MASTERCARD 

1 $111 00 $111 00 
Card # 

Chip Card: 

AID 
SEQ # 
Batch F: 

PAYMENT PROCESSING FEE A000000041010 
1 $3 00 $3 00 

8 Bill Payments are non refundable 

Trans # 
Approval Code: 

TRANS ID: 

Due Date: 12/10/2020 (10 of each month) 

003426 
Phone: 3234892337 MCPO20ESL1112 

Chip Read 

Isuer PIN Bypassed 
$0.00 

Conft: QPAYPc1203043260 Entry Mebhod: 

Mode 
Tax Amount: 

Carrier# 254916761 

SUBTOTAL: $114.00 

TAX: $0.00 
TOTAL: $114.00 

SALE AMOUNT SI14.00 CC: $114.00

c.Card PAID: $114.00 

THANK YOU CHANGE: $0.00 

CUSTOMER COPY 

There are no returns, 1efunds, oE Cred1ts for 

prepa1d
service teeB, monthly service, 

application download, add-ons and other fees. 

Return PolicY 1s for new device activations 

only. Device upgracde3 are non-refundable and 

non-returnable, but may Be covered by a limited 

manufacturér 
S Harranty 1f aPplicable. 

There are no returns, refunds, or credi ts for 

any 
other 1tem not 11sted above. 

Returned Payment Pol1cy 

If your pays nE 
a ahHOred rret urned, we 

may char ge You a 6turhed paynent fee at the 

highest 
anournt pertni ssils by aw, anc we may 

al so generate 
a dart r eletronlally debit 

your 
account 

TOr any Tee am t lun, allaa 

allowed by lau. 

Mreinfotmati on Can be found on 

4tr 



Monthly Expenditure Report

Monthly Cash Reconciliation

Beginning Balance Total Spent Remaining
Balance Outstanding Commitments Net Available

$34114.34 $114.00 $34000.34 $7310.00 $0.00 $26690.34

Monthly Cash Flow Analysis

Budget Category Adopted Budget Total Spent this
Month

Unspent Budget
Balance Outstanding Net Available

Office

$19100.00

$114.00

$1576.13 

$0.00

$-733.87 Outreach $0.00 $2310.00

Elections $0.00 $0.00

Community
Improvement Project $2000.00 $0.00 $2000.00 $0.00 $2000.00

Neighborhood Purpose
Grants $10900.00 $0.00 $10900.00 $5000.00 $5900.00

Funding Requests Under Review: $0.00 Encumbrances: $0.00 Previous Expenditures: $17409.87

Expenditures

# Vendor Date Description Budget Category Sub-category Total

1 METRO PCS -
VALLEY BLV 12/13/2020 Phone/Hotspot Service

General
Operations
Expenditure

Office $114.00

 Subtotal: $114.00

Outstanding Expenditures

# Vendor Date Description Budget Category Sub-category Total

1 Woodrow Wilson
High School 08/20/2020

Community Fireworks - to be
paid from encumbrance funds
funds from 19/20 FY

General
Operations
Expenditure

Outreach $2310.00

2 El Sereno
Community Garden 01/08/2021 El Sereno NPG Neighborhood

Purpose Grants $5000.00

 Subtotal: Outstanding $7310.00

Reporting Month: December 2020

NC Name: LA-32 Neighborhood
Council

Budget Fiscal Year: 2020-2021



metro Authorized 
Dealer 

hy F Mobile 

VB 

4815 E. VALLEY BLVD 

LOS ANGELES, CA 90332 

323-352-3141 

INVOICE: 81452 DATE: 12/13/2020 04 18 00 

ACCOUNT: 40942 EMP ID:CYNTHI 

NAME: SANDOVAL 

81452* 

ITEM DESCRIPTION QTY PRICE SUBTOTAI 

3234892337 SERVICE PAYMENT QPAYPC1214320004 

266951989 1 $111 00 $111 00 

PAYMENT PROCESSING FEE 

$3 00 $3 00 

Bill Payments are non refundable. 

Due Date: 01/10/2021 (10 of each month) 

Phone: 3234892337 

Conft: QPAYPC1214320004 

Carrier# 266951989 

SUBTOTAL: $114.00 
TAX: $0.00 

TOTAL $114.00 
CC: $114.00 

C. Card PAID: $114.00 

CHANGE: $0.00 

There are retlIrns lefunds, or Uredits fur 

prepaid service fees, monthly service, 

applicat i on download, add-ons and other fees. 

Return Policy ia for new device autivations 

only. Device upgrades are non-refundable and 

non-returnable, but may be covered by a limited 

manufaoturer 's warranty, if appli cable. 
There are no returns, refunds, or credits for 

any ot her it.em not listed above. 

Returne Payuieit P»lioy 
Tf you payment ia di shonorad or re t: urned, we 

may charge you a returnad payment fes at tha 

highest amount permí ss ibla by law, and we mayY 

also generate a diaft or electron ically debit 
your adeount for any fee amuunt due, all a« 

allowed Ly law. 

More informat ion can be found on 
MetrobyT- mobi le.com, 



METRO PCS VALLEY BLVD 
4815 E. VALLEY BLVD 

LOS ANGELES, CA 90032 

(323) 352-3141 
12/13/2020 17:22:40 

CREDIT CARD 

MC SALE 

Card # XXXXXxxxxXX9676 

Chip Card MASTERCARD 
AID: AOO00000041010 
SEQ #: 
Batch # 
Trans # 
Approval Code 
TRANS ID: 

2 
8 
1 

038999 
MCPEZLDIN1213 

Entry Method: 
Mode: 

Chp Read 
Issuer PIN Bypassed 

Tax Amount: $O.00 

SALE AMOUNT Sl14.00 

THANK YOU 

CUSTOMER COPY 



ACCOUNT INFORMATION 

metro 
by T Mobile 

Account Name CYNTHIA SANDOVAAL 

Account Number 4305253662 

Phone Number MULTIPLE SERVICES 
PAGE 2 

FOR INQUIRIES CALL CUSTOMER SERVICE AT 1-888 8METRO8 OR 611 

SUMMARY OF CHARGES THRU 12/11/20 

Previous Balance.. ********** 111.00 
*** 

Payment Detail 

11/12/20 254916761 Cash... -111.00 e*** ************ ********* 

Total Payments Received Through 12/10/20. 
Balance Forward.. 

-111.00 ** *******°******* 

0.00 *o*******uoe*****eoso****o***** ****** ******s*********** 

Account level Adjustments... 0.00 

Subscriber Adjustments.. 0.00 

Total Adjustments. 0.00 

Account level Charges.. 0.00 ***** *** *****"***° 

Subscriber Charges. 109.60 s*o**************e********a********* 

Other Charges, Adjustments & Credits 

Califomia State-CA PUC User Fee.. ******** 0.01 *************** *********** 

California State-CA ASF Surcharge ********* *********************************************** 0.02 

California State-CA HCF A surcharge.. 0.02 *****a**.*** ***o*****.*** *** 

California State-CA Lifeline Surcharge. .10 

California State-CA Teleconnect Surcharge. 0.02 ************************************************************ 

Government Taxes & Fees 

California State-CA Relay Fund Surcharge. 0.01 ************************************************ 

Los Angeles City-CA-MTS Surcharge Local ******************** °*****"*************** 1.22 

Total Current Charges... *******eus*****asn*****o*****oo*************a***************************************************************** 111.00 

Total Amount Due by 12/11/20... *************************************************************************************** 111.00 



ACCOUNT INFORMATION 
CYNTHIA SANDOVAL metrO 

by T Mobile 

Account Name 

Account Number 4305253662 
Phone Number MULTIPLE SERVICEES 

PAGE 3 

CELLULAR SERVICE 

MONTHLY CHARGES FOR (323) 489-2337 

MONTHLY SERVICE 12/11->01/10 s60 UNL LTE w/15GB HS Plan. 

MONTHLY SERVICE 12/11->01/10 Scam Shield Premium. 
MONTHLY SERVICE 12/11->01/10 PHP Device Insurance.. ************* *****'******** ************** 

60.00 ******************.*** 

2.00 
***********************'************** 

2.00 

64.00 
Total Monthly Charges... ***** *****nsa*****************s**na*ean*e"******** 

MONTHLY CHARGES FOR (323) 568-7128 

MONTHLY SERVICE 12/11->01/10 15GB HOTSPOT DATA PLAN F.. 45.00 **************** 

2.00 MONTHLY SERVICE 12/11-> 01/10 PHP Device Insurance... *** ******** *** ****** 
47.00 Total Monthly Charges. ************ 

**.*u*ss****ssenasnses********sn**oann****************************************** 
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CITY  OF LOS 

ANGELES       

 SPECIAL GENERAL  

BOARD MEETING 

Wednesday  

December 9, 2020  

6:00PM 

VIRTUAL MEETING TELECONFERENCING NUMBER FOR PUBLIC PARTICIPATION 

In conformity with the Governor’s Executive Order  N-29-20 (MARCH 17, 2020) and due to concerns over COVID-
19, the LA 32 Neighborhood Council meeting will be conducted entirely telephonically. 

Every person wishing to address the Neighborhood Council must dial (669) 900-6833, or if this number 

doesn’t work use any of the other phone numbers below, and enter 81349620445 and then press # to 
join the meeting. Instructions on how to sign up for public comment will be given to listeners at the start of the 
meeting.  

You are invited to a Zoom webinar. 

When: Dec 9, 2020 06:00 PM Pacific Time (US and Canada) Topic: 12-09-20 

LA32NC Special General Board Meeting 

Please click the link below to join the webinar: 
https://us02web.zoom.us/j/81349620445 

Or iPhone one-tap :  

    US: +16699006833,,81349620445#  or +13462487799,,81349620445# Or Telephone: 

    Dial(for higher quality, dial a number based on your current location): 

        US: +1 669 900 6833  or +1 346 248 7799  or +1 253 215 8782  or +1 929  

205 6099  or +1 301 715 8592  or +1 312 626 6799  or 888 475 4499 (Toll Free) or  

833 548 0276 (Toll Free) or 833 548 0282 (Toll Free) or 877 853 5257 (Toll Free) 

Webinar ID: 813 4962 0445 

    International numbers available: https://us02web.zoom.us/u/kdLl3mHGiq 

THE AMERICAN WITH DISABILITIES ACT - As a covered entity under Title II of the Americans with Disabilities Act, 
the City of Los Angeles does not discriminate on the basis of disability and, upon request, will provide reasonable 

https://us02web.zoom.us/j/81349620445


accommodation to ensure equal access to its programs, services, and activities. Sign language interpreters, 
assistive listening devices, and other auxiliary aids and/or services, may be provided upon request. To ensure 
availability of services, please make your request at least 3 business days (72 hours) prior to the meeting you 
wish to attend by contacting the Department of Neighborhood Empowerment by email: NCSupport@lacity.org 
or phone: (213) 978-1551. 

PUBLIC ACCESS OF RECORDS – In compliance with Government Code section 54957.5, nonexempt writings that 
are distributed to a majority or all of the board in advance of a meeting may be viewed at 200 N. Spring Street 
Los Angeles, CA 90012  and at our website: www.empowerla.org or at the scheduled meeting.  In addition, if you 
would like a copy of any record related to an item on the agenda, please contact (213) 978-1551 or email: 
NCsupport@lacity.org 

PUBLIC INPUT AT NEIGHBORHOOD COUNCIL MEETINGS – The public is requested to dial *9, when prompted by 
the presiding officer, to address the Board on any agenda item before the Board takes an action on an item. 
Comments from the public on agenda items will be heard only when the respective item is being considered. 
Comments from the public on other matters not appearing on the agenda that are within the Board’s jurisdiction 
will be heard during the General Public Comment period.   Please note that under the Brown Act, the Board is 
prevented from acting on a matter that you bring to its attention during the General Public Comment period; 
however, the issue raised by a member of the public may become the subject of a future Board meeting. Public 
comment is limited to I minute per speaker, unless adjusted by the presiding officer of the Board. 

SERVICIOS DE TRADUCCIÓN - Si requiere servicios de traducción, favor de avisar al Concejo Vecinal 3 días de 
trabajo (72 horas) antes del evento. Por favor contacte a Cynthia Sandoval de la Mesa Directiva, al 
c.sandovalla32nc@gmail.com 

Notice to Paid Representatives - If you are compensated to monitor, attend, or speak at this meeting, City law 
may require you to register as a lobbyist and report your activity. See Los Angeles Municipal Code §§ 48.01 et 
seq. More information is available at ethics.lacity.org/ lobbying. For assistance, please contact the Ethics 
Commission at {213) 978-1960 or ethics.commission@lacity.org 

PUBLIC POSTING OF AGENDAS – Neighborhood Council agendas are posted for public review as follows: 
El Sereno Senior Center at 4818 Klamath Place, Los Angeles, CA 90032. 

www.LA32NC.org You can also receive our agendas via email by subscribing to L.A. City’s Early Notification 
System at https://www.lacity.org/subscriptions. 

AGENDA  

Opening Remarks  

1. Call to Order / Roll Call   

a. Sylvia Cruz, President  

b. Johnny Gurski, Vice President here  

c. Brian Mico, Treasurer  

d. Cynthia Sandoval, Corresponding Secretary  

e. David Chacon, Recording Secretary  

f. Ester Petschar, At Large Community Organizational Director  

g. Carmen Tata, At Large Regional Director  

h. Dr. Tom Williams, North Region Director  

i. Peter Kightlinger, North Region Director  

j. Jorge Garcia, East Region Director  

k. Karen Aceves, East Region Director  

l. Erika Crenshaw, South Region Director  

http://www.la32nc.org/


m. James Marin, South Region Director  

n. Jose Medina, West Region Director  

o. Anthony Lopez, West Region Director  

Absent Members: 

1.  Brian Mico, Treasurer 

2. Jose Medina, West Region Director 

3. Anthony Lopez, West Region Director 

 

Jose Galdamez NEA  

2. Community / Government Reports and Announcements:  

a. LA City Council District Representative  

Julio Torres Announcements:  

 Kevin de Leon would like to attend the LA32NC January Board Meeting, similar to a 

townhall.  

 Plans are in motion to continue the Covid-19 Mobile Testing events twice 

every month, LA32NC is invited to participate.  

b. LAPD Senior Leads  

 N/A 

c. Government Departments/Agencies/DONE/RYLAN  

Jose Galdmez, NEA  

 

Dec 12 region 8 LA32 cclosing date is janurary 26th  

 

Register as a candidate  

 

Candidate info session this sat  

Running a successful campaign  

Personal statements  

Application questions  

 

Ncevents.eventrbite  

Free for all  

 

Or going under calendars  

Rvsp linkn 

 

Landuse committee member  

Learderhsip policy  

 

Project planning traing  

All commite dec 16 in order ot be eligible t 

 

Deparent still has too palnning 101 this dec 11 2-330  

Dec 15th 4-530pm  



 

 

Tiny.cc.planningforncs  

 

Sign up there  

Zoom info will be  

 

Clerk.lacity.org under city elections there you can find the info for the elction portal  

 

Or go to  

 

Public infomaation officer will be reaching out with the outreach chairs to dicuss the elction outreach, if 

not Guadalupe Agulair  to make an appt helping tom sung and diana reed one on one hour long session 

and go over the outreach election providing them with resources  

 

Doesn’t have to be on the agenda they just need to  

 

Election date region 8 april 13 Tuesday vote by mail  

Need to apply to the vote by mail  

Trhough the city clerks website  

60 days before election  

Feb 12th April 6th post mark by April 13th  

Clarification any stakeholder need to apply and fill out online or get paper request  

City clerks  

Call into or email etc  

Photo id just as long as it has a name and photo  

Provide anything that the  

 

Jose to give karen clarification  

Cynthia to get email from hose 

 

Veronica Polanco – NA  

 

Troy Carbajal  

 

Frist week of next month is the legistlatce  

 

2 bills passed 3336 prtecting food safety 1512 prtoecting security workforce  

3 2325 improving child support sytemps buills passed by the giverner  

4 Troy.carbajal@sma.gov  

 

Cal trains home issue urgent matter and we are in collab  

 

Maria delas co newly kevin  

Nurmoruse meetings  

Directingly on Wednesday s or can schedule a call  

 

Karen a basically focusing on the directly effected or impacted by those renters of the homes  

 

 

mailto:Troy.carbajal@sma.gov


Ppl who have been move elxcluding sidelined sylvia and karen to agendize the cal transe karen to email 

possible have a committee to make and we can get incolved and get the public involved  

 

Troy is wendy carrio to set a meeting up for the board to dicuss  

 

 

    d.Community Organizations 

 

pam  marquez – comment on the cal tans reclaimers and squatters co founder of  

do not rent and homeowenwe ns ewsiw  

For seven 10 freeway North extension which is now a dead project and took them over half a century to 

figure it out the houses have a very specific law for return of the homes which is the ruberti bill although 

there's been a couple of minutes to tweak the bill since then even ruberti couldn't imagine that we would 

still be dealing with this issue 60 years later one of those bills is currently being drafted and considered 

that as be 9 but I believe valve will speak on that so I'll with my comments so as you must know we're in 

desperate need of effective representation and appreciate the opportunity to offer our thoughts of what is 

currently happening in our community the this pocket about Serena has been emotionally and 

economically suppressed for over 60 years not just the renters but homeowners as well who have 

suffered through the decades of neglect of adjacent properties whose home values which is the one and 

only lifetime investment that many of us have have been diminished our community has had to fight for 

every scrap of dignity and equity for our community while at the same time we fought to keep a freeway 

in all the various ill advised 17 projects from devastating our community we lobbied for seven years to 

build a park we fought for 13 years to have a sidewalk installed on the S curb we thought to improve 

Traffic Safety on the S curve adjacent to the park and along the Alhambra corridor now that there was a 

glimmer of hope that these homes would be sold back to our community members who have legally and 

patiently been waiting those who have village we paid their rent and put up with Caltrans for the worst 

slumlords in the state and have remained and and the tenants have remained tenants in good standing so 

they could purchase their homes we had a glimmer of hope that we could finally begin to grow and 

prosper as a community yet we are struck down again with yet another blow the best use is to promote 

homeownership in our community this is the only way our community can heal and grow and prosper 

after six decades of suppression the community has done what they can to maintain an make some 

enhancements to improve the lives of our community members but we have always had to advocate for it 

ourselves while we continue to fight and keep our communities safe from being destroyed by any 17 

project hopefully with the new leadership we can finally offer some equality to the Australian 

community with for the burden they have endured for over half a century so I guess that's it I I just our 

our hope is that by selling these making these homes available to homebuyers either through through 

programs that will help first time home buyers who are eager for an opportunity to become a homeowner 

in this unique community community and who would not have the opportunity otherwise this would 

finally elevate our community and help restore the growth and prosperity that we have been denied thank 

you  

 

Val marquez Serena also founder of she knows here in asaram Elsa dental and one thing I want to say is 

that like Pam Pam said it well countdown vendors they've been they've been living here and part of the 

community for 60 years they've been waiting they were waiting to this for this date to purchase your 

home and this is the day now and all of a sudden they changed the contract on now this new build SB-9 

which was introduced in August to me three days before went to a vote at the legislator they wanted our 

consensus on it which he ever try to read a bill that's rough draft an and so by the end of the day we 

understood that that bill was basically giving the properties too non profits and with no plan and how 

they would how would they're going to manage them now if Caltrans with the state and they could they 



they couldn't they couldn't manage them and now you expect them profits to to do a better job or the city 

so my thinking on this is that we need to sell these properties now with the agreement they have there is 

the few amendments they could make not a new bill amendment to the riberdy bill one is 1 is big one is 

they took out they took out up if you decide not to buy the house and you want to leave there there used 

to be relocation funds where they took that away too for the renders I think they should bring that back 

but my main thing is that I think we need to have home ownership first time homeowners make the 

greatest neighbors and Ann and then the other thing is we have 133 houses that are vacant OK you take 

133 uninhabitable now if you give this with nonprofits there is no tax that they pay there's no there's no 

money to be made but if you if you sell 'em outright and these houses can't be sold for or for let's say 

$700,000 that would normally sell for you sell them for 500,000 * 130 houses you get 1.5 billion dollars 

I'm talking five 5.5 million dollars that we could pick that could be shared without setenil South pass in 

Pasadena you imagine what we could do in our community with that and that's all I gotta say thank you 

66.5 million for 133 at 500000  

 

Carlos cordon  

 

As a long time tenant with the kelker instance I just want to make sure that we can inject our perspective 

into the discussion that's happening at the moment I have worked in the capacity to assist tenants in the 

Caltrans tenants properties we have over 195 members who have faced evictions have fought against you 

know Caltrans concerted effort to evict tenants now for the past decade and we've been successful in 

making sure that tenants are able to when it comes to the case of low and affordable housing maintained 

their status as tenants it's been a hard fought Rd there has been a number of challenges that we've been 

able to overcome ask tenants but I just wanted to say that there is existing legislation that was created in 

the late 70s early 80s and over the course of the past decade has been refined to allow for the idea and or 

process by which homes will be transferred over into private hands from public hands occur the idea or 

notion that what people are referring to US 70 bill or Senate bill 9 is inaccurate it is now Senate bill 51 

that was introduced two days ago into the state legislature by senator senator mark Russell's office and 

Co authored by Wendy carrillo's office was in contact with earlier today I just want to say that it took 

almost 20 years to figure out the rules and the way by which homes we would be transferred over into a 

private ownership with the process that was laid out through the OL the office of administrative law and 

define and we all agreed to that for there not to be a concerted effort to change the way that that happens 

is disingenuous and as a member of the community in ocidental I will say that we as a community need 

to come together to help support the right of existing tenants to finalize the agreements that were made 

over the past 10 years and not create new legislation or regulations that change the rules we can't do that 

it's like a basketball game when we agree to the rules we say what's out of bounds and what's in bounds 

we can't change it halfway into the game and say no no  

 

The existing right of tenants to purchase their homes and Moreover make sure that the process by which 

public funds are are you know funded through tax revenue that comes from but you know property tax 

home ownership is something that we seem to anality this year if not next year the idea that CSP 5 one 

which is a redo of CSB 9 from last from one month ago putting language there that contains the idea that 

this doesn't happen for the next 2 3 4 years is unacceptable we can do better  

 

1plasticlife.com non profic 

Armando ochoa 

Hearing the conversations that you guys are having over these properties and I understand the concerns 

from both parties and how they can benefit both I just would like to offer once again our services of what 

we what we're doing we actually developed machines to actually recycle single use plastics and we can 

make different items with this plastic that we make and so on that note I would want to see if there is any 



way that maybe our organization can somehow help this problem and get a location from Caltrans to 

actually provide some jobs for these individuals that are unhoused this this this will actually help the 

sorry I'm super nervous this will actually well you're doing just fine employee unhoused yeah an actually 

help the economy while providing jobs for people and actually clean up the community at the same time 

so yeah I just wanted to let you guys know about our organization and if you guys are more than 

welcome my website is on the one plastic life.org and I was actually talking to Erica about the 

community garden and how she needed maybe some stair retaining wall and some steps for the garden 

and this can probably be a project that I can actually employ some of the community members that are 

down on their luck at this time so this is just an opportunity for you guys to see what I can actually do for 

the community and you guys can see what my projects about an actually you know learn a little bit more 

about what I'm doing I've put together slide Google slide as far as so to show you guys as far as how my 

hiring process goes an what partners actually working with now ask for is providing resources for 

individuals that can better better their lives so I'm not sure if that's something that maybe we can explore 

together  

 

3235005302 email 1plasticlife@gmail.com  

 

Try to reach out to Caltrans but no person has helped carlos to call Armando if he wants  

 

e. Budget Advocate  

 

Liz A. right yes OK wonderful hello Liz how are you welcome really great meeting you guys are having I don't 

have great news ah and some of you may have already been following along through the reporting in the latimes 

that had the news outlets the city administrative officer issued his second financial status report at Sr on Friday 

in which he attempted to address the city 675 million dollar budget gap and we suspect this number is low the 

original budget which has been the blueprint for the city since July the first assumed furloughs of 26 days for 

most of the 15,000 civilian employees this was rejected by the unions number of employees have resigned and 

the no hiring policy has helped a bit but by paying those employees for which furloughs were assumed is now 

showing as an over expenditure of more than 100 million dollars to reduce projected costs by 700 million the 

other is from just the loss in income over the last six months because of the the pandemic impact on hotel taxes 

and sales taxes and other related things but to reduce this over 12 or even ten months would have been difficult 

to find that amount now in the six months remaining with the economy still shaky and no help from Washington 

which means some draconian cuts the budget and Finance Committee discussed the FSR's recommendations to 

balance the city budget in great detail on Monday with departments including the LAPD voicing often quite 

reasonable concerns about the suggested cuts in addition to taking 100% of budget stabilization fund plus 

continue to see portion of reserves which could put the city's economy at greater risk if the economy does not 

revive as swiftly as we hope and looking to borrow money to cash flow or operations have needed there was talk 

of laying off almost 1900 people almost 1700 from the LAPD 1000 officers in the balance civilian support staff 

and I know that there was a lot of support for defending the police five months ago and the remains are very 

real need to curtail unnecessary violence but a lot of the comments I'm hearing from both the city and 

neighborhood councils focus on safety concerns in the present there's been multiple complaints from 

neighborhoods where people don't feel safe anymore on the streets or suffering from increasing crime not being 

able to lock bad guys up because of the pandemic has meant that burglars get right back on the streets burgling 

the same day they are picked up we're also expecting a sizable budget gap next year most likely an excess of 500 

million the shortfall is a function of the labor agreements approved last year and continuing lower revenues to 

the impact of COVID-19 and escalating pension contributions yesterday the City Council approved some of the 

seroes recommendations with but stopped short of widespread layoffs for now what remains who will still need 

to be addressed many department's as well as budget advocates have deep concerns on the card approach to 

balancing the budget which is encouraging the most highly paid but who are often the most experienced people 

to take early retirement we learned that in the aftermath of 2008 the department's losing that kind of 

mailto:1plasticlife@gmail.com


institutional memory has has they have a much harder time recovering Furthermore by not replacing them for 

those retiring or moving on to other jobs the city is now creating roadblocks to fulfilling other obligations and 

impeding income generating functions it dissuades qualified people from moving to Los Angeles and is pushing 

others to leave half the people cannot do twice the work with no overtime we need to encourage the council to 

make intelligent cuts with a scalpel not a chainsaw we need to have asked the mayor and City Council to 

prioritize core services what we the people need and stop with the across the board cuts well and allow 

departments to do fine tuning streamlining operations to cut cuts brings a very real danger of safety issues and 

unintended results structurally unsound roads or buildings irreversible environmental damage is etc with cuts in 

the fiscal pipeline now more severe than those in the aftermath of 2008 what city services matter most to your 

neighborhood ahead of the most a recent budget Abacus meeting was an open discussion on the city's budget 

rose with insights from both budget advocates and budget representatives armies are open to all the agenda in 

zoom link or post to our website budgetadvocates.org a few days prior to each meeting which are first Mondays 

at 7:00 PM and 3rd Saturdays at 9:30 AM to reiterate the city absolutely needs to cut costs something they 

should have started doing 8 months ago but they but more importantly they need to maintain core services and 

core knowledge the question is what must be maintained and what can wait 12 or 18 or even 24 months 

neighborhood councils need to call on their council members and submit serious to voice their concerns and 

protect long-term interest part of what budget advocates do solicit input from the neighborhood councils I know 

you have concerns more than just the budget and pension impact but we're all we're all suffering from the 

impact of covid the illness the shutdowns evictions and homelessness and last but not least election certain 

process for budget Abacus and regions 1 seven 911 and 12 if you know people in those areas who might be 

interested please have them contact me or our parliamentarian our emails are on the website or you can 

contact your budget representatives Erica Crenshaw right ambico who can forward these to me and I turn a lot 

of information at you do you does anybody have any questions feel free to ask questions now or think about it 

and email me later again my email is on the website budgetadvocates.com.org sorry yes I have a follow up 

question for you live can you email us a sample CIS so that we can use that to build on what like so that we know 

we can have the necessary elements that are necessary for the community impact statement about what we 

would like to say to the city on behalf of this neighborhood council you have something you can send to to Erica 

to Brian Anna CC to me so that we make sure to put that on the agenda and know what to say OK I'm actually 

we're actually working on one as you can hear a lot of it's just came down I mean last Friday Monday and 

Tuesday hope to have something completed by the middle of the month and we will send it to you guys that you 

included on your next agenda  

 

f. LAUSD Representative  

 

Rocio rivas from board district Jackie goldbery district 5 reaseach and policy depiuyt I have been once before the 

board and I'm glad I'm back again I'm glad that doctor Marion was reached out to me and let me know that 

there is space for us here to bring you some reports which was wonderful wasn't aware of that but I'm glad to be 

here that's I'll just get right down to the report and just give you some information about things that are going 

on in the district and that affect a community of accidental just just just also wanted to clarify that it is also 

covered by board district two with which is covered by board board member Monica Garcia so she also you 

know we should have Sharon said and I think we have three schools and she has the other remaining we have 

and sit in our lementary accident early Education Center an also Sierra Vista so that's part of the board District 5 

and the other part is for District 2 so I just wanted to clarify that and also wanted to let you know that Jackie 

Goldberg says hello and she would love to come at your next meeting I let her know that you invited me and she 

would love to come probably in December I don't know if you guys are having a meeting in December but 

definitely in January she would love to come and say hello you know you know give you an update on the district 

or rolling any our goals or her goals for 2021 moving forward so let us know you know when would be a good 

time for her to visit an I'll just touch bases with either doctor maran or the board president so as you all know all 

district schools are closed as of tomorrow all through the end of this the winter break and that's due to the rising 

covid cases in the elderly County so the district Superintendent decided that all schools will be closed which 



means that there would be no personnel except probably maybe the principle however the principle it will still 

be available to contact your principles so that still there won't be on campus but they still all they will be working 

remotely um so you can still get in contact with your principles and remote learning for all students are still will 

still continue and also the grabbing goes all the schools that are that have grabbing goals were still continue so 

that hasn't stopped it's just the personnel in the school just to stop any spread from continuing within our 

schools and our staff so and also the community of schools administrator for the Lincoln Heights exit and no 

community of schools is better avalos and he represents all of your schools you may or may not know and he's 

also a good point person to contact in case you know the principle there any issues going on in of course you can 

always contact me but that's sort of like the chain of command principle Community Schools administrator and 

of course myself or Jackie I also wanted to let you know that the community of schools with Mr avalos is having 

a town Hall on Monday at from one to two it's a virtual town Hall and I'm sure he's going to be covering the 

closures the hybrid learning remote learning and any and answer any other questions so that's on Monday from 

one to two and you can go to their website from ellieusd.net and look at the community of schools for Lincoln 

Heights incidental and I'm sure all the info is there or you know if you can't find it I you can contact me and I'll 

give you my email real quick before I forget it's rocio ROCIO dot Rebus RIVAS at ellieusd.net let's see um and 

during this closure tutoring will be taking place virtually and any special education services the ones that can be 

done virtually will be done as well so I just want to clarify for any parents or if you know anyone who may have 

been this questions those are still going on we just have to contact your principle with any further questions and 

like I said they grabbing goes will continue during the closure in the winter break and of the two schools that are 

serving food or providing food in the area is Wilson Senior High in Lincoln Senior High from 7 to 10 and the 

grabbing goals have been great I we personally visit each grab and go with inboard District 5 at least once a week 

and so does remember Jackie and we see the lines we see the people who are there early by 6:30 you know to 

you know get the food bank and the foods and then the weekend meals feminine products have also been 

provided they should be provided at every grab and go at least twice twice a month an also at least once a 

month some diapers so it's always first come first serve as as supplies last and some grabbing go centers finished 

quicker than others so you know some may have it in some not but they all should be providing and these 

diapers and some feminine products let's see what else also this Saturdays December 12 that is set in middle 

school there will be some covid testing between the hours of 9:00 AM and 3:00 PM and you can go to 

anyused.net and click on the link it will take you to make an appointment so the district is asking asking parents 

to get their children tested the more serve information and data that the district has in order to develop a basin 

of code of the community and in terms of covid cases or negative or positive they want to you know at least 

started building that infrastructure so when schools does does start they've already developed the solar system 

and mechanism and structure to help you know get all the students and staff and also parents in some cases if 

there tested positive or negative for kovit so that is this Saturday December 12 from a 9:00 AM to 3:00 PM and 

you can go to ellieusd.net to make an appointment let's see I think that is it for now yeah that is it pronounced 

my my report on i'll be here for any questions anybody  

 

That will be January 6th since I heard that Jackie Goldberg and also Kevin DeLeon want to be present I want to 

confirm with the executive team that they must make themselves available for meeting in the last week of 

December which I know is hard sometime between December 28th and guess what New Year's Eve in January 

1st so I recommend that it be January 2829 or 30 because none of us wanna be meeting for a meeting on New 

Year's Eve I believe so but I'm also giving a heads up to the community that in the event that I cannot get enough 

executive directors to be available for that there is a slight chance the meeting will then be continued to the next 

following Wednesday which would be January 13th so if you can let Jackie Goldberg know that and you 

representatives from CD 14 that are still out there and I'll also email Julio with this information there is a slight 

chance that may happen as well on top of that I already had a hand I have a hand surgery scheduled on January 

6 I just I just realized it so I'm going to have to reschedule my surgery to another day to make myself available for 

January 6th of next year which I will make my best efforts to attend by starting by counseling my surgery and 

rescheduling that myself so everyone heads up we're going to try to go for January 6 but we have one executive 

officer that's out and out of the country for all of December and I don't know if I can get gather the other three 



to be able to be able to have a quorum to have that meeting so everyone heads up we're going to try to do it 

January 6 executives make yourselves available the 28th 29th or 30th and then will notify the the the 

government representatives if we have to change it which we will try our utmost not too so they may rely on the 

january 6th date OK  

g. Homelessness Liaison  

N/A 

    

3. Administration of the Neighborhood Council Board Member Oath for new Directors.  

Tabled to the next January agenda no objections   

4. General Public Comment on Non-Agenda items: Comments from the public on        

 nonagenda items within the Board’s jurisdiction. Each speaker will be allowed two   

    (2) minutes.  

Jose do you see any hands up from the general public yes I see a couple of hands up wonderful OK our 

first thought is valmark this go ahead I mute you have two minutes I it's actually Pam Marquez again and 

I just wanted to clarify in case there was any misunderstanding regarding the Caltrans tenants we 

absolutely 100% I believe that the Caltrans tenants who are in good standing and have been waiting for 

their homes should be able to buy those homes so if anything was misconstrued that that we think that 

any of these homes should be sold to others that's not what we meant we were talking about the the 

homes that are vacant and are not slated to be sold back to tenants so that's all thank you so much for that 

oh I I skipped the part Cynthia supposed to time people alright do we have another non agion item public 

comment raise your hand please yes we do hold on I have a color last last three numbers 978 go ahead 

and mute you can press star 6 two to unmute you must say your name and Please wait for Cynthia to 

begin the time welcome to our special general board meeting your time begins now good evening my 

name is Anthony manzano how you guys doing happy Holidays hi happy Holidays afternoon welcome 

yes I'm just giving a callback Silvia thank you for holding the meeting under these challenging 

circumstances and all the other board members that are there present I have been on the board and active 

with Ellie 32 neighborhood council since 2004 I've been the former recording secretary former treasurer 

former vice president and former president so I know what it takes to to participate in put your 

dedication and commitment to serving the community I have also been informed of some of the 

circumstances that's going on with the homeless over there on the streets Allen Sheffield Lowell 

norwhich Dorchester war Templeton so it is urgent and I would encourage this board is that you don't 

have to wait for the representative to give you information go out and speak to your neighbors speak to 

your local business owners speak to the community and I've heard from a few neighbors already that are 

very prominent in the community who are leading the right direction these properties should be for for 

first time homeowner an owner occupied properties to help encourage and build the community I also 

want to touch on part of the neighborhood watch I know the mailman has been coming really late in our 

communities sometimes close to 10:00 PM me and other neighbors will actually go out with flashlights 

and help walk that no man on our block to make sure he's safe that his vehicle is not jeopardized or 

vandalized and to protect our service representatives bringing up the Mail carrier right you know we 

want him to be safe out on our feet so that's what we do over here in the Rose Hills community and 

Lastly what I want to mention is can't really represent the community unless you're serving the 

community LA 32 neighborhood council is representation of hillside village rose Hills University Hills 

and El sereno so I gave back to the community I actually had a chance to speak with Santa I know the 

Holidays are coming up and he's not going to be giving up many gifts this year he just wants everyone to 

be safe stay home love your family to take care of your friends and just be kind to others and some board 

members might know this a while back I literally out of my pocket paid for free everyone and anyone in 



the community to come either the local restaurant not just for one day or two days or three days I paid 

for 20 days straight for the community to come eat because I know that that's what we have to do to be 

kind to each other and that's how I give back to my community thank you very much thank you Anthony 

thank you Anthony do we have any other non agenda items Publix Coopers I guess we do there's Carlos 

Cortana go ahead and mute OK let me unmute OK first and foremost wait one second Carla scored on 

your speech is so important to us let Cynthia start the time you please so you can do so in a fair and 

equal Manor to everyone else come back to the meeting your time starts now thank you hate Sylvia and 

yeah the board at the 32nd you know thank you for facilitating and making this meeting happen tonight 

given the circumstances I know the extra effort that goes into making something like this happen so 

again thank you I want to make sure that you understand that your efforts are truly appreciated by us in 

the community second Pam I I think that you know I I want to thank you for your comments just a little 

bit ago and I concur with you and as far as you know the already existing process that is in place for 

these Caltrans home homes model I think you touched on the very same thing and I just wanted to make 

sure that you also understand that you know there are those of us in the community who agree that you 

know if which mean by these properties as Caltrans properties you know be deferred to the already 

existing process that's in place in terms of legislation then I'm all for it so again it just say thank you for 

facilitating tonight guys and and Pam mondo and other members of the community web you know 

maybe their opinion known tonight to know that there are others like myself in the community who 

agree with you and also would encourage us as a community to ask our elected officials including 

representative Kevin Lyons as well as senator addressable and assembly woman carrio know that there is 

already an existing process that we can defer to Lastly I would just say happy Holidays guys thank you 

notice the month of December it's been a very trying and challenging year for us all I hope that you're all 

safe and good with your families and happy Holidays to you want to thank you for facilitating again 

thank you so much thank you oh I see Jose medina's name does that mean he's president say just come 

on OK he's been on for since I believe the previous urgent items for during the organizations reports 

wonderful good to know that so if you could change David if you could change jose's Medina medina's 

name from absent to present OK yes next speaker see is Declan gardea go ahead and unmute meeting I 

start now hi my name is Jacqueline gradia I'm kind of confused as this I wanna talk about something on 

the agenda should I just wait yes ma'am yes alright thank you thank you very much uh Jacqueline what 

item are did you want to speak on just to make sure to direct you which number it is sorry about that I 

sable talking hi it's an agenda item hold on let me check just say what it is it's Furthermore the letter to 

given the loan for the most item number 10 item number 10 coming up alright let's call it let's keep 

working can we get to that item thank you do we have any other non agenda public comment yes we 

have one hand raised for one plastic OK so that would be Armando please call him you hello yes hi I 

said Armando can you wait for Choi can you wait for Cynthia welcome back to the meeting your time 

starts now hello thank you Cynthia I just would like to see if maybe I can get information on MPG grant 

I am aware that there is a area at the community garden of El sereno that needs some barricade walls and 

also some steps I would like to see if maybe I can participate in the MPG grant and get information to 

see if maybe we can hire some individuals that are facing homelessness and our community while at the 

same time providing a sustainability and recycling for our neighbors in plastic recycling is that your 

comment I got a comment or a question if you'd like to say anything else yes I just would like to see if 

maybe I can get information on on on that subject as far as the MPG gruntin when or how would that 

process go OK I can contact you with that information I have your email awesome thank you very much 

Cynthia thank you everybody for hearing me out application I was looking through my email for you and 

the MPG and it's a challenge for me to find an empty MPG I can't do that real quick so Cynthia can send 

you the MPG thank you for that Cynthia thank you thank you for that as well Armando are you go ahead 

that's it thank you very much just wanted to say thank you you're you're very welcome do we have uh 

excuse me Jose do we have any other non agenda comments public comment I don't see any other hands 

raised good to move to the next item  



 

5. Discussion and possible motion to approve the October 2020 Monthly Expense Report.  

 

Be present tonight to present that and he is not present let me double check if he sent me an email on that 

because my immediate suggestion is no it's not here is that table that since he's not in the country he's not 

available to present that as anyone objective by table that to the January agenda having heard no objection item 

number 5 is table to the january agenda moving  

6. Discussion and possible motion to approve the Minutes from the 10-14-20 Special     

 General Board Meeting and from the 11-04-20 General Board Meeting.    

The November 420 general board meeting minutes does any does any board member move we open this up for 

discussion I move this is Erica Crenshaw that we open discussion one second Sanibel seconds do we have public 

comment on item number 6 anybody like to make a public comment please press the reset button if you called 

in store 9 I don't see anybody raising their hands for public comment thank you so directores I'm very proud of 

my executive board Cynthia emailed to you the November 420 general board meeting minutes is that correct 

Cynthia that's correct Madam President I received both sets of minutes OK and a shout out to our minute taker 

Olivia for presenting for preparing those minutes OK and then David chacon he he prepared the minutes it was 

very it was quite a labor because he had to obtain the recording from a very long meeting we had in October 

1420 and so David you sent those minutes to the board members correct yes I that I did have emails for I did and 

then simply help me with with everyone else did not help so it should have received the October ones thank you 

and normally we have the assistance of our treasurer who's also the LA 32 and C Webmaster Brian miko who 

normally puts those minutes on the R website however since he's been out of the country for all of December he 

did not have that opportunity and I apologize 21 who is inconvenienced by that board members does anyone 

object that we approved them in minutes that you have all been charged with the responsibility of reading for 

the special meeting on October 1420 does anyone object that we approve those minutes having heard no 

objection those minutes are hereby approved as any board member object after having read the minutes from 

the November 420 general board meeting that those minutes be approved having her no objection then those 

minutes now let me let me to get a little instruction here from José José is at the proper method to approve 

minutes just make sure to call for abstentions as well so if there's no objections call for no abstentions and if 

there's none then motion passes thank you so much for from our help from our parliamentarian as well as any a 

are there any abstentions from approving the October 1420 special general board meeting minutes I'll abstain 

matter president since I was absent that meeting OK so there will be one abstention does anyone object any 

further abstentions for those minutes OK so then the motion passes them to approve those minutes October 

1420 with the abstention from doctor James armor in OK there any abstentions to approve the November 420 

general board meeting minutes abby heard no abstention or objection that motion passes to approve those 

minutes thank you very much moving  

7. LA32NC’s Treasurer’s Report on the LA32NC 2020-2021 FY Budget.   

Not present tonight does anyone object if we table this for the next meeting in January having heard no 

objection item number 7 is tabled OK moving on to  

 OLD BUSINESS  

      



8. Discussion and possible motion to approve an exenditure of up to $5000 for an amended      

 NPG from the El Sereno Community Garden as requested by the Department of     

 Neighborhood Empowerment Funding Department.   

From the El sereno community garden as requested by the Department of neighborhood empowerment 

funding Department does anyone on the board move that we open this up for discussion I move that we 

open this item for discussion check on seconds and that's a second and Erica too are you required to 

recuse yourself from this item yeah I can abstain from yeah I can I recuse myself OK you're accused go 

noted you can stand by and come back when we when we could just hang out but you may not 

participate put her on hold it's Erica right for for the Erica I'm here thank you oh and Karen Karen OK 

well they're supposed to announce that the general nature of the yes I'm a member of the community 

garden OK in Erica ah let me take her off of holding inchiquin stated open Erica can show me just ask 

her if you can state the purpose of the recusal can you I can Jose thank you for allowing me to recuse 

myself because I am a member of the garden for this item and can you all black out my screen but can 

you not bump me out so I can continue to listen in without participating sorry out further protocols that 

we have for the abgs for virtual meetings for recusals we have to put you on hold so that you're outside 

of the meeting and there's no way shape of form that you can communicate with the board while the 

board has discussion and takes action during the the item that you have to recuse I'm not trying to 

participate I've recused myself before and I've gotten permission from the president and also from 

whoever Silvia city attorney just yes city attorney just to be able to listen in and not participate is that 

OK Jose city attorney indicated to me that she may just not participate she gets off the screen but she 

hangs out for the purposes of knowing when to come back said OK that's why I like we just put him on 

hold for any recusals this is the same as stepping out of the room and then just bring it back in once the 

discussion is over can she hear though they is like the same that can be present in the room so she has a 

presence in the virtual room here that's why we're just putting her on hold in separate room so that 

nobody she won't be able to hear the discussion or communicate or or Wayne or some ship waveform 

about the discussion about this item I understand will say I I respect your integrity and your decision and 

so Erica and and Karen I'll tell you what happened afterwards so so we're going to open this up for 

discussion and also do I think Jose do we go through the opportunity for public comment on this not yet 

OK is there any probably comment on this Madam President yes Madam President may I say something 

after we give opportunity for public comment Mr gurski's on under Anna can they please Anna gursky 

can they please put him on the meeting well OK that is that is time that is the thing to talk about now so 

Jose do you see Anna gurski's name anywhere so that we can elevate Johnny up from that various IC 

gurski and you promote him to panelists I'm trying to look for the name sorry yeah it's right under it so 

it's all alphabetical ordered in my screen I could I could promote him less OK I see him OK you you did 

alright I like to do that so I don't mess up the zoom OK and then Anthony isn't too so we need tomorrow 

OK David chacon can you change as soon as we hear please call the name of Johnny gurski and if he 

says he's present then you can change him from absent to present and I also promoted Anthony a 

wonderful let's start with Johnny Johnny are you there is muted right now so Anthony just unmuted yes 

yes yes OK yeah so we have risky he came in at 7:52 and then Anthony Lopez yes I'm here OK so both 

Anthony and Johnny are in episode 252 wonderful thank you but I've been here for I've been here for 

awhile I've been here since about 7 so mother I just don't want to interrupt wonderful so noted welcome 

OK so yes for I'm sorry for the public comment just again for those who like to make a public comment 

on the item press press the race hand button on your screen or start 9 for those that dialed in I don't see 

any hands up for public comic having seen no public comment requests on item number 8 so I'd like to 

present the information for this which is that even though we previously approved it on our prior agenda 

unfortunately the matter trailed it's a legal term which means it the MPG was written in July and then it 

went to the August agenda and then September agenda and so on and so forth so by the time it got 

approved the completion date was had passed and so the sharp eyes are the funding Department caught 



that and they said too submit a new NPG which I sent to all of you on Sunday night and I by email I also 

texted all of you to read that in PG and as you can see there is a new completion date for that which was 

the only thing that had to be corrected and let me find that jump in anyone if you if you have that 

information oh I didn't print that out I thought I had it all read it into the record yeah matter president the 

completion date was May 1st 2021 thank you and that's uh James Moran for the record thank you for 

your sharp eyes I'm barely opening the the MPG yeah and I'm looking at all of you and the completion 

date is May 1 2021 here it is May 1 2021 that's not a very good too much light in front OK I agree with 

you OK so does any other board director of comment this is a funding item so only those who are up to 

date on their funding training may participate in this vote and the other directores with to give any 

comment on this before we move on to Moe the boat just just William basically I don't like seeing so 

much money contributed to a single organization for a activity and prefer to see us have like 2000 from 

us and then thousand year from their 2000 from others because rather than supporting the whole thing by 

neighborhood council we need to distribute the money more throughout the entire community so I prefer 

to see a lot of $2000 MPG rather than one I thought listen for another 10,000 so I will be voting against 

all based upon the total amount that's all thank you for your comment Williams is there any other 

director of comment on agenda item number 8 yeah I have the amount of president I had a chance to 

visit the garden at Erica crenshaw's invitation several months back and I did notice that lot of the 

pathways on the garden were not accessible which makes it very difficult for for those who need 

assistance and there are there are beds community garden beds that do need elevation for those that are 

on a wheelchair or need other 88 compliant assistance so ice offers 10 myself that there there is 

definitely a need there for the community residents especially also thinking about our senior citizens 

while I was there there was a couple of senior citizens that didn't need assistance walking through the 

pathways so I I definitely support the need for this neighborhood purpose rent I know that 5000 may 

seem a lot but I look at it as an investment in the community and and know that the community can 

greatly benefit from this this contribution on behalf of our council so I support the neighborhood purpose 

grant in the hopes that more of our community members can have an opportunity to get out and see the 

garden and participate and actually see the events that they have as well so thank you for the opportunity 

thank you so much James Marin 'cause any other director F comment on item number 8 I have a 

comment I was there recently as well and they had a community food bank and there were several 

people that were not able to come down in that area there was a pig it's a slope so that slope itself is very 

dangerous and it has all of these Shri needles that are falling and if they go with like the wrong kind of 

shoe and there's no protection one of those can literally like Burr into their their foot it's not a place that 

you want to be walking around with jungklas which I learned that first hand on my own but I do believe 

that the brick pathways for the entrance Ann for that slope would be beneficial to anyone that wants to 

visit that's my comment and I will be supporting this MPG who is chocolate technical term or yes for flip 

flops flip flops it's it's it's yeah I mean slippers or flip flops thank you OK any other director have 

comment on item number 8 i Now an next April is $21,918.34 if that's something that you like to 

consider in voting for this expenditure up to $5000 does any other board member have comment before 

we proceed to vote I support the most so now did Johnny garski does any other board member go ahead 

Johnny oh that's all I wanna say I appreciate that any other board members have comment on item 

number 8 before we proceed to A roll call vote having heard no other comment request by the director's 

David chacon can you do a roll call for the board action certification form we must we must produce in 

order to get this item approved for funding you can start with my name OK do this other matter for all 

board members must be up to date on your funding training so if you have not done your family training 

please say so and then I will mark this day knowledgeable OK so we'll start off with knowledgeable and 

I vote to approve this motion eligible thank you OK Johnny gurski say yes OK so is absent David 

shotgun which be myself I say yes Cynthia Sandoval I vote yes I'm in Tulsa yes thank you for sure 

alright yes at the local of all year also Medina Oh yeah thank you Jose I care and I was refused yourself 

Jorge Garcia yes all right Tom Williams yes sorry now that was a vote Peter kightlinger yes Erica 



Crenshaw has recused herself and then James Martin vote yes OK thank you very much 1111 yeses one 

no and two extensions motion carries wonderful one absent  

NEW BUSINESS  

9. Discussion and possible motion for the reallocation of the 2020-2021 FY budget funds.  

2021 budget fiscal year budget funds again before we open this up this was an item that was requested 

to be put on the agenda by our treasurer Brian Nico and he intended to amend it because it's not it's not 

specifically worded and also to present it but he's not here Does anyone object if this item is also tabled 

to the next agenda I have a question Jose are we required to open this up for public motion even if we 

table it for this one no since it's been table thank you very much and having her no objection i don't 

number 9 is table moving onto agenda  

10. Discussion and possible motion to approve an LA32NC Letter of Resolution to CD14       

Council Member Kevin De Leon and to the City of Los Angeles Planning Department, Opposing 

the Moffat Street extension approved by the City of South Pasadena on August 11, 2020 as follows:    

   “The Moffat Street Project No 2191-HDP/TRP-Hillside Development Permit to install a private 

roadway extending westward approximately 600 feet from the terminus of the      existing 

Moffat Street, with connection to the northern end of Lowell Avenue only, and       Tree Removal 

Permit for the removal of 5 protected trees.  This private road will provide       access to 7 lots 

in the City of Los Angeles through an easement in South Pasadena   

    (continued).”   

    The opposition by stakeholders to this project is made on the following basis:   

a. The South Pasadena Planning Commission approval of the project has been formally     

 appealed and the Commission has scheduled a closed door appeal on December 16, 2020.   

   b) There is no memorandum of agreement between the planning departments of      

   the City of LA and the City of South Pasadena regarding a CEQA exemption.  

c) There is no environmental analysis of the negative impact that the development has on      

 the El Sereno land parcels affected.   

d) L.A. County Supervisor Hilda Solis has written a letter of opposition on the basis that      

 the project cannot be approved until the Northeast Los Angeles Community Plan is     

 completed and also that it raises gentrification concerns.  

e) Failure to produce the 1962 South Pasadena Order Vacating Moffat Street from     

 South Pasadena development despite formal Freedom of Information Act requests.     

   f) It violates the Los Angeles Hillside Baseline Ordinance conserving Los Angeles   

   Hillsides. See attached South Pasadena agenda and plans.      See 

attached letter from Hilda Solis.    

Karen has to be recused  

To approve an alley 32 neighborhood council letter of resolution to the CD 14 council member Kevin 

deleone an to the city of Los Angeles planning Department opposing the moffit street ext approved by 

the city of South Pasadena Pasadena on August 11 2020 as follows quote the Moffett St project #2191-

HD P/ TRP- hillside development permit to install a private roadway extending westward 

approximately 600 feet from the terminus of the existing Moffett street with connection to the northern 

end of Lowell Ave only an tree removal permit for the removal of five protected trees this private road 

will provide access to 7 lots in the city of Los Angeles through an easement in South Pasadena 

parentheses continued period end of quote so I just want to remark that this was lifted directly quoted 



directly from the actual city of South Pasadena Planning Commission regular meeting agenda item in 

Aug 1120 twenty continuing on the opposition by stakeholders two this project is made on the 

following basis the South Pasadena Planning Commission approval of the project has been formally 

appealed and the Commission has scheduled a closed door appeal on December 16 2020 B there is no 

memorandum of agreement between the planning Department of the city of Los Angeles and the city 

of South Pasadena regarding a sequah exemption see there is no environmental analysis of the negative 

impact that the development has on the El sereno land parcels affected D LA County supervisor Hilda 

Solis has written a letter of opposition on the basis that the project cannot be approved until the 

northeast Los Angeles community plan is completed and also that it raises gentrification concerns E 

failure to produce the 1962 South Pasadena order vacating Moffett street from South Pasadena 

development despite formal Freedom of Information Information Act requests and then this is hidden 

from me I can't read the rest so I'll read it from my agenda F it violates the Los Angeles hillside baseline 

ordinance concerning Los Angeles Hill slides see attached South Pasadena agenda and plans see 

attached letter from Hilda Solis does any board member move we open this item for discussion I would 

open them thank you Johnny gurski so noted you moved it open is there a second Crenshaw seconds 

oh Erica Crenshaw second thank you so much do we have public comment on agenda item number 10 

I see two hands up OK Brenda go ahead and mute I OK hi Brenda welcome let's wait a second for 

Cynthia to begin your time Cynthia yes I'm here welcome to our general board meeting your time 

starts now hi thank you my name is Jenna contreras I wanted to thank the neighborhood council for 

listening to the needs of the community and for putting this issue on the agenda we've been fighting 

the against the moffit St project for about a year now throughout this time it has been highly contested 

from both residents in Los Angeles and South Pasadena in the last two appeal meetings the now retired 

South Pasadena councilmember doctor Schneider kept on repeating that the city of South Pasadena 

would easily deny this project if the entire project was happening in their city nobody wants this project 

this is a dangerous project the site is a soft unstable Hill and would require dangerous digging into the 

bedrock near the Raymond fault this Hill is full of wildlife and native endangered trees it is an essential 

corridor for the wildlife in North loop delay a sequel report is being avoided by dividing this project 

into two pieces within the city of El a in the city of South Pasadena this is called peace mealing and is 

illegal the zoning of Valley lots is antiquated and the North East LA community plan allows for the 

community to give input and just like Hilda celese said they can approve something until the 

community gives their input the original St design was actually intended to run through South Pasadena 

but South Pasadena and South Pasadena would have had to deal with increased traffic the haul routes 

but what they did was change the direction of the street so that all those negative impacts would lie 

with the residents of incidental instead again this was done without any environmental impact report 

traffic reports without indicating hauling routes without consulting the LA fire Department or city 

planning without any plans indicating grading change this this letter would be very beneficial as we 

have not been able to receive a response from CD14 councilmember Kevin deleone thank you thank 

you OK thank you so much for your comment Brenda contreras do we have any further public 

comment on agenda item number 10 yes well we have another six hands next speakers the lesser 

numbers 978 go ahead and amuse you can buy presents for six hello welcome back to our general 

board meeting you have two minutes your time starts now good evening once again this is Anthony 

manzano speaking I would actually ask that the board would support the resolution as it's indicated to 

oppose the project there's many things to consider obviously you need to have working hand 

relationships between South Pasadena Los Angeles but it doesn't seem that this is going to be a benefit 

for the few private properties that plan to be developed in that area we must also consider as the 

previous speaker mentioned wildlife environmental impacts and the need for this by the local residents 

in the community it's what I would also like to ask is that there is a board member who can make an 

amendment on letters steam when you were reading through the item I'm not sure of the actual item 

number I think around 9:00 or 10 right around there but it is letter C the wording specifically indicates 



that it would either damage or ruin the properties in else for renal I would ask that you strike the or 

community El sereno and indicate LA 32 as I mentioned earlier in my public comments you can only 

represent the full community if you actually serve all the communities and if you go back to accounting 

records and state records that area is in the Rose Hills community annex in 1912 so that we're not 

dividing or differentiating between community would be best that we just write the word El sereno an 

indicate LA 32 neighborhood council thank you very much thank you for your comment Anthony 

mezzano have further public comment on agenda item 10 yes we do make a go ahead and unmute I 

have something to say about the order of Micah speaking is it OK if we keep make a little bit later 

because I would make a is the one who approached me on this on this subject and has a knowledge 

that he may be able to reply to the other public comments that are made since he has first hand 

knowledge and is the one that request that this item be put on I find good cause to put Micah over to 

the end so that he can he can give information that responds to the concerns raised by public comment 

that OK maybe I hope you don't mind yes just to know my name is pronounced Michael though OK 

let's move on to the next public speaker and then Micah can go at the end go ahead next speaker 

Jacqueline go ahead and unmute hi this is actually Cindy garia her sister calling in let's wait for Cynthia 

to time you well welcome to our general board meeting your time starts now hi this is Cindy Claudia 

Ann I'm supporter of LA 32 ansi approving a letter of resolution to CD 14 council I feel like the project 

should it happen it is just illegal it will cost a lot of gentrification displacement a wildfire and removal 

of native and the injury trees that's pretty much it thank you could you clarify you said you support the 

approval of this item did you mean that and then you said a letter holds it so I'm in support of the letter 

of resolution to CD 14 council that opposes that opposes for clearing that up yes thank you thank you 

thank you do we have further public comment on agenda item number 10 yes so you have Paola go 

ahead and mute hello hi Hola welcome I see the name of cervantes last name yes with Cynthia to time 

you thank you hello welcome to our general board meeting and your time starts now hello my name is 

Paula servantez I am a community member of El sereno an I am in support of the letter to given the 

known to oppose this project due to the displacement a wildlife an perhaps continue more gentrification 

to our community therefore I am a support for councilmember delone too focus on this matter that is 

all I thank you thank you so much Paula moving on do we have further public comment for agenda 

item number 10 next week to next person is sharing OK name is sharing is OK that's fine Sharon if 

you can say your full name and then Please wait for Cynthia to begin timing you they are muted our 

issue pets who promote sharing to panelist because it's her zoom app wasn't updated we can move on 

to the next speaker OK next speaker Nina go ahead and I'm you thank you so much general board 

meeting your time starts now thank you very much Cindy appreciated thank you for having me tonight 

I wanted to call in and say that I oppose the moffit St project and the hillside development these 

developers are trying to take advantage of a very unique situation they're trying to take advantage of a 

lower purchase price of land that they can acquire and also Renault but not be beholden to the 

community that surrounds it every single contiguous neighbor to this project has opposed it 

vociferously there was over 2 hours of public comment on the South Pasadena meeting in the last 

meeting opposing every single comment opposing this project no no resident of neither South Pasadena 

nor El sereno has wanted this project to come in because it's been really embarrassing how they want 

to use South pasadena's roadways an look like they're more expensive neighborhood and not be 

beholden to the community in which they are actually going to be placed these people are I wouldn't 

just use the term gentrifier's there specifically taking advantage of an economic situation that is really 

unethical and apart from the fact that they're trying to build on a landslide lot that proves great danger 

to every contiguous neighbor at the bottom of the hill so this is really outrageous that they're trying to 

pull the wool over our eyes luckily the community has been unified band together to oppose this kurtz 

general board meeting your time starts now thank you i tiffany sanchez Environmental justice and as 

you know we care about environmental injustices and we've been following this project really closely 

the community has so much to lose an nothing to gain with this project increased traffic on a narrow 



residential St Lowell Ave increased mud slides into the homes at the base of the Hill lots of parking 

respiratory problems during construction during a global pandemic which as we know covid attacks 

the respiratory system and we have elders that live on that street as well as small children the habitat 

loss for Bobcats coyotes Hawks bees nesting migrating birds owls etc all of which you know we we 

need our biodiversity with these communities especially the hillside communities their soil 

contamination too to keep an eye on there is deep excavation into unstable clay in shell there's a high 

risk of foundation damage with the surrounding homes that are built in the 1920s and 30s and as we 

know global warming and unpredictable weather these are just all recipe for disaster you know lots of 

endangered Southern California black Walnut trees and other native trees if you guys remember covid 

started with a bat because we were too close to certain biodiversity that we shouldn't have been so 

these are just recipes for disaster in my opinion and I would urge everybody strongly to oppose this 

project thank you thank you thank you very much Tiffany Sanchez any further public comment yes 

next person is Jacqueline I'm not there's two Jacqueline so go ahead and Jack in the mute hi this is 

Jacqueline graddy yeah OK welcome back to our meeting hi my name is Jacqueline daddy I'm on my 

phone right now but I'm calling to to approve of the letter of resolution to council member Kevin 

DeLeon and I greatly oppose of this Moffett street ext project I believe that it's it's environmental 

racism they are taking advantage of this community especially during this time where people are losing 

their homes people are going hungry so I hope that this passes this letter passes I agree with several of 

the other members that of the community that have called in tonight I've been following it closely at 

the South Pasadena council meetings and there was over 200 phone calls and about 100 emails sent in 

opposition of this project sadly they only played about 30 minutes because they don't want to hear us 

but they know that we don't want them here and I know that my neighbors don't want them here we 

don't want this still cleans I hope this letter is approved in opposition of this of this project thank you 

thank you very much Jacqueline gradia do we have further public comment hands raised on item 

number 10 yes we have Carlos go ahead hi thank you a man then wait please on for Cynthia to start 

timing you sure hello welcome to the meeting again your time starts now hi so thank you and this is 

again Carlos were down you know I I live in the neighborhood and I walk my dog I've been walking 

my dog there for the past 14 years and if you look at a 4542 make rest which is an mofat very small 

street right is between Alpha and make rest you'll find that there's a 120 year old tour tortoise living 

there and it's amazing it ever you get the chance to walk down that street and can see it for yourself I 

support the comments that are being made in as in as far as environmental degradation landslides and 

all the things that have been raised in as far as concerns that should be brought to you know our 

collective attention as far as what you know expanding more fat would mean given that it is on a slope 

it is dangerous there is no reason to expand the street and would encourage you all to if you get the 

chance to walk along make rest and Alpha on mofat see for yourselves and then ask yourselves whether 

it makes any sense to support such a notion to expand more fact because it's really just not something 

that any one of us should get behind and again when encourage that we take a second look at the 

possibility in our prospects of expanding the street into what end right so again I concur two I believe 

is a position as being taken with regards to the support of the letter to CD 14 is is that right and as far 

as opposing the further expansion of thank you thank you so much Carlos do we have further public 

comment and strays for agenda item number 10 yes we have Angela go ahead I'm you hello Angela 

welcome please state your full name for the record and Please wait for Cynthia to start timing you 

hello my name is Angela Flores welcomes more general board meeting your time starts now hi so I'm 

from a group called El sereno community Land Trust and we're nonprofit organization committed to 

acquiring land to preserve wildlife habitat and create affordable housing and essentially keeping land 

in the community of incidental for the next generation in perpetuity so we went ahead and we declared 

interest in transferring this land into the Land Trust we gave the city of South Pasadena an opportunity 

to be able to work with us and we support fully 100% the letter to oppose this project we completely 

agree with everyone with what was said in terms of gentrification lack of environment analysis on the 



negative impact on it destroying the social and community fabric and I was happened to be on that call 

and heard hundreds of calls and emails come in and one of the members one of the board members 

said if this was self Pasadena we would have dropped this so we are here to definitely help and work 

and at the end of that meeting they had in fact said I guess what we could do is work with Kevin de 

Leon and the El sereno community Land Trust so we're here to be present and to support our neighbors 

thank you thank you OK thank you and Angela florist do we have any further public comment on 

agenda item 10 here is a Micah remember Sharon that Sharon I technical problems I don't see shane's 

name on the tennis list or under panelists oh sorry Sharon insurance she probably had something 

important to say I'm sorry OK alright last but not least Micah oh it's it's Micah oh it's my anka like A 

and if you could give a little bit information on the actual appeal at the last executive board meeting 

there was a challenge that there's no such appeal that the appeal was rejected I just wanted to say before 

that I just got a text from my neighbor who's sharing and they said they're on the phone can you hear 

me Sharon wants to speak they text me and he said there on the phone yeah what are the last three 

digits I'm not sure if she can press start 9 they'll raise their hand and they would know which number 

it is I'm letting you know while we're waiting last digits are two 898 do you see that no no I don't see 

that or 462 46 yes I see 462 yes their music go ahead press the OK there you go hello this is Sharon 

actually this is it will turn here and certain Paul Dominguez we are actually residents of El sereno and 

are directly affected sorry I'm sorry I'm sorry Sharon said welcome to our general board meeting your 

time begins now but we didn't get their names Sharon what Sharon Alcazar and Paul Dominguez OK 

for the record and Paul Dominguez Sharon Alcazar all domingos OK now your time starts now 

synthecon say your time starts I've restarted your time it begins now OK thank you we're calling to say 

that we oppose this project along with our neighbor might still have been in this kind of meaning in 

over the last year and we just feel like we're not being heard we are directly impacted by by the 

development and the developer has made zero efforts to reach out to us we've come to find out that in 

the event that this this project is approved basically the the what is it called that there's an easement on 

our property and basically we have no rights in the switch this summer go through our backyard 

through our carport and we've we've addressed it with the city of El A and basically they just told us 

that we we can't really do anything you know so we at this point you know we just feel like the city of 

South Pasadena has decided to to approve this road it's on the city of El a but it would increase traffic 

on a dead end St and even though they've gone through several measures to get approved by the Los 

Angeles fire Department there's just no way that our street is wide enough to accommodate a two 

weeks two way topics does ACH include your comment yes that concludes my comment thank you 

was Paul going to keep you have two minutes yes I'm here speak yes OK well I'll start timing him 

please sure your time starts now I guess so my name is Paul Deans again and I'm actually lifelong 

resident of El sereno basically the homely living is a house that we've been that's family generational 

really at this point in time you know frustration is really high for here because of the fact that you 

know we've been dealing with this along with Micah and and you know with going up for so long and 

really not getting any clearer information as to how they plan about going and doing certain things it's 

going to expect you know the El Serena hillside it's going to affect you know the trees it's going to 

affect you know all the animals that we see here it's going to impact us directly and you know to be 

fair I mean if if client planet you know the agents the construction you know he construction the 

builders that want to do this project you know they don't seem like they're reaching out you know like 

they should do you know our neighbors and or to us to you know even say this is what we plan on 

doing or this is the information or here's some information or please reach out to it they just it's almost 

as if they say they know that they're going to be able to do it in that set and that's what we find 

completely you know unfair and an R that's why we're against you know the construction of the homes 

and the construction of the access to the street because it's going to really affect you know this 

neighborhood area as it is does that conclude your statement Paul yes thank you very much do we have 

further public comment on agenda item 10 before mica I don't see any hands up OK then let's call on 



Micah and I believe your last name is has Jen HASJAN is that right surgeon yes oh bad my bad my 

cat assurgent sorry OK my God you could permit Cynthia to start typing you yes going cards now I 

am thank you again for putting this letter up for consideration it's clear that our community is an 

opposed to this development based on people have called in now and all of the record number of public 

comments that were given in the last City Council meeting during the appeal and this letter resolution 

is really critical for us because South Pasadena City Council actually stated that they want to hear from 

our new representative of the layout however we've been reaching out to Kevin de Leon's office and 

they've been unresponsive despite many attempts and in doing that we've also reached out the our 

County supervisors office Hilda celese and as you know they wrote a letter in opposition to this project 

as well and has also been trying to coordinate with the CD 14 office but they haven't been able to set 

up any meetings with them so we just really want this letter to help us support our cause and getting 

our elected representatives involved as it's really important for community and just to note that this 

project originally was going to connect to South Pasadena and now it's you know the Planning 

Commission in South Pasadena then changed it to connect to little Ave in Los Angeles only stating 

that all the construction and haul routes has to go through Los Angeles like depending have a 

construction vehicle drive on South Pasadena St I'm not just further shows like South tasking is 

historically use of dividing our neighborhoods instead of trying to be good neighbors here they're 

trying to fit all of the bad environmental impacts onto our community in Los Angeles and that's not 

really the case for South Pasadena neighbors who are also opposing this project they want to be good 

neighbors and we all don't want this road being built as well as the housing that luxury housing on 

these this unstable hillside that would further our housing crisis by you know making it more 

unaffordable for our working class citizen please finish your statement yes and I just wanted to say 

that the the sequel peace mealing argument is also really important and we will be going forward with 

litigation with the city of South Pasadena and if anyone is interested please contact me on that thank 

you he calls to ask a couple of questions to Micah about whether it was the Planning Commission who 

approved this project is that right Southwest in the Planning Commission that right yes or no that's 

correct alright OK thank you for that do we have anymore any further public comment on agenda item 

9 before the directores begin their discussion I don't see any other hands up for further public comic 

thank you public for your comments public comment is now closed for agenda item I would like to 

propose the following amendments on hold on here we go right here where it says at the beginning 

discussion possible motion to approve a letter resolution to City Councilman Kevin DeLeon city of 

Los Angeles fire Department I propose we insert here and to the the same entity that Hilda celese wrote 

to add to the South Pasadena City Council and South Pasadena Planning Commission OK and I also 

would like to request if possible Jose can you put that attachment that was on the email that was sent 

to you there it's called the which is the plan which is people can see it if possible it is 61 pages I'm not 

sure you can do it if you can just open it checking my email like not sure if I said I have it well sure 

that makes sense OK I'm forwarding that to you right now it is something that was presented to the 

board let's see Jose Your email address is Jose dot gothamist@lacity.org GLDEMEZ yeah just how 

but I can't see it anymore it's blocked by the screen yeah GALDAMEZ Jose dot godette I had the 

wrong that HOJOSE dot gamez GALDAMEC yes thank you Ellie president can't spell OK let's say 

this to you and it's item number let's see there's the agenda there's the NPG there's there it is it's a third 

item it's the oh eight 1120 Pasadena Commission agenda PDF yeah I'm just refreshing right now of 

course Biology survey of the project site was conducted document the existing conditions an access 

the potential for special status plant or wildlife species or other regulated biological resources 

occurring on the project site the report concluded that the project site contains no suitable habitat for 

special status plants and wildlife and does not occur without any federal US Fish and Wildlife service 

is critical habitat boundaries that copy of report is available as attachment too so I just wanted to show 

the stakeholders and the board that when we write this resolution we are correctly stating that there is 

no sqa analysis just proving it up so that we can state this with confidence on item number be there is 



no member be there is no memorandum of agreement between the planning Department so this India 

belly in the city of South Pasadena regarding a sequel exemption because there is no SQL exemption 

is what this South Pasadena Commission Planning Commission report is stating OK so directores I 

would like to hear from you concerning any concerns you may have for this item an any concerns you 

may have for the proposed amendments that I made which are basically to include the city of South 

Pasadena City Council the mayor will address to the mayor of the City Council and to the to those 

South Pasadena Planning Commission director 's here on I have a comment yes Peter kightlinger OK 

so I was also at that meeting with South Pasadena and most of the City Council members there were 

very surprised by the turn out from Los Angeles residents they have a few of them were aware of the 

project those who were aware of it I felt it was totally inappropriate not explain in a minute of what I 

was what they meant by that but once they heard the outcry against it then they wanted to deal with it 

more so this letter is going to have an impact and they wanted some special recognition from the city 

of Los Angeles which we are an entity of that acknowledging this because as of yet there's nothing 

from the city of Los Angeles to the city of South Pasadena so I think this will have an impact in the 

favor of opposing this project the second part of it is it is just the development of a little Rd that Rd is 

on South Pasadena but the houses that will be built on that Rd will all be in Los Angeles all traffic 

getting into access those homes the proposed homes will all there's only one way in and out and that's 

through Los Angeles streets the entire project in itself will only impact Los Angeles residents 

essentially South Pasadena has very little awareness of what's going on because it's just a tiny little Rd 

for that but they have the truth the real impact will be on this the residents of El sereno and then the 

third comment is no city has committed to emergency services who's going to go on this private road 

as an ambulance or fire no one knows the second thing and then the next thing is the road which is 

Moffett will turn into Lowell it is so tight there is no possible map which is 2 pages down I think it is 

so tight that no and no fire truck will be able to make that turn the street of Moffett is so narrow and 

now we're going to increase traffic you know Honda cars are going to have to go up and down to get 

to these hundred right here on this effort I mean it's just virtual experience that tell us where Peter up 

here or over here yeah I can't really point to it but assess shaded part with lines yes yes and it's just it's 

it's it's if it's not possible so it says here property line South Pasadena city line which is probably here 

so this is Phil pass I think and this is Los Angeles I think for making that curve and they're going to 

have a huge you have the hunger after takeaway surrounding land that will impact the homes on either 

side of this curve so I mean and then these homes of the planning on building are right above other 

homes that are all in Los Angeles so I mean it's just it's a negative impact for the citizens of LA and 

one of the reasons why it's so important that the City Council of South Pasadena guests is letter is 

because they're not really aware of this because it it it's not going to have any impact on South Pasadena 

there's no access to the road from South Pasadena so 100% of all the impact of the development and 

then once it's filled all the traffic of the people living here the inhabitants will all impact look silly a 

valet so I support the letter thank you Peter when you were present at the meetings that they mentioned 

something about the about the the hold on a second the 1962 South Pasadena order vacating moffit St 

construction what what was going on was that they have the Planning Commission present and they 

were saying well you know the city the the owner the city can build the road there's nothing wrong 

with the city building the road what the the the council people of the city but building the road see the 

road is not you cannot have the development without the road and the only thing that South pass would 

be doing is building the road they are not considered the houses are not in the city of South pass so the 

little impact of the road in itself is not the issue it's the totality of the whole project once that little Rd 

is built and once with that became clear the third there was like five members of the City Council and 

two of them had already known the site and I said there's no way that people can go up and down that 

little Rd so they were against it then the other three people were sort of completely caught off guard 

they really have no awareness or understanding of it because the Planning Commission and the City 

Council or you know two different entities So what are we talking about who said who are you talking 



about you talking bout the Planning Commission or the City Council so the Planning Commission says 

well we can build the road but the City Council people once they knew the impact of once the road 

was built then that changed the whole story for the City Council people did they vote on it was 

disassembled because they ran out of time it was uh there were two hours of objections so they ran out 

of time it's another being hold so my understanding is if we can get this letter done as quick as possible 

because they're going to have another meeting on the 16th but Peter did you hear whether or not any 

city South pass City Council member or South past Planning Commission members stated that they 

would not have approved this project if it yeah and I think he might think he 'cause the last election I 

think he may not be there anymore I'm not sure entity said that was sitting there without city County 

Council City Council and he said if the city of South pass had responded this way we would never 

have approved this project you have a name Monica might have a name but we all of us that were on 

the phone today were there also you heard it would you support amendment of the motion by adding 

item G after F to say the South Pasadena City Council a South Pasadena City Council members stated 

that they would not approve this project if it was in South Pasadena would you would that be accurate 

yeah OK would you support such an amendment sure basically telling South this is talking to South 

Pasadena cafe it's we have to talk to South pass yeah and then there's this is what this letter would do 

if the conversation because LA is not talking to South pass because of allies had it sold so many issues 

at this moment but we can talk to them but we can talk to them now letter OK and so we can even talk 

directly to them and say in one of your own said they would not have approved this if they would not 

it was on a wonderful anything else you have to add Peter no I think it's a wonderful any other board 

member want to give comment on this item yes yes I am this is or or something all we hear is yes yes 

yes hello OK I've been on this Tom you have to mute your computer or talk on your computer and 

mute your phone yes OK is this better much better OK I've been working with Micah and others on 

this project for a long time the basic problem is that the city of South Pasadena has no jurisdiction to 

approve the road as it was originally proposed which includes construction in the city of Los Angeles 

when there is such a dual agency participation there is a memorandum of it agreement between the 

two cities as to who's going to take the lead agency position and they coordinate with each other 

regarding what's going to be required and what's going to be done right now the proposed project 

includes a 50 foot long driveway into the city of Los Angeles it requires numerous retaining walls 

endless city of Los Angeles and it includes grading and filling compacted bills within the city of Los 

Angeles in order to just construct the road either going to Mumford Kendall or going to low B then 

the Planning Commission then says that the whole route after staging areas for this road project pilot 

St project would be within the city of Los Angeles an only the gourd building and safety commissioners 

can't do that but my save the city of South Pasadena had chose to tell LA that hey this is for you you 

guys therefore it's gonna be on your street without any coordination with city planning Department the 

Bureau of engineering lasd or the billing and Safety Commission so from the very start it's peace 

mealing in order to get this project approved by the less resistant health Pasadena and I say for good 

construction it should go straight out from office so that there are no terms and then you get to the 

street that has capacity or the terms this is gonna be a nightmare if it is approved by the city is South 

Pasadena and goes forward and will be fought in the courts so this letter from the neighborhood council 

is a good thing opposing this project part of it is for peace mailing but there's also a simple fact that 

the city of Los Angeles and the stakeholders have had no participation and the considerations by South 

Pasadena so I will be voting in favor of opposing this particular project through the CIS as proposed 

with its corrections thank you is not a CIS because we don't have a City Council Ellie City Council 

file #2 to address OK to the council district 14 so then it would be a letter of resolution and the other 

problem is that fine people said something very important would you agree to amending item B where 

it says there's no memorandum of agreement between the planning Department of city of El a city of 

South Pasadena regarding the SQL exception and a coordination between who will and Anna 

coordination it makes it simple and there's no agreement regarding lead agency authority lead agency 



authority so add after the word secret exemption and no agreement regarding lead agency authority 

correct thank you the Planning Commission of the city of South Pasadena designated it as a categorical 

exemption for the road but they did not see that that included major construction activities within the 

city of Los Angeles by so avoiding that they went way beyond their authority to give the categorical 

exemption so just keep it simple there is no agreement or lead agency designation authority or 

designation in a way OK so we've got two amendment of several amendments directeurs Gee down 

here it would say the South Pasadena City Council asid a South Pasadena City Council members stated 

that they would not approve this project if it was in South Pasadena and then amending item be after 

the word exception insert and no agreement regarding lead agency designation and then up here letter 

resolution to Kevin DeLeon city of Los Angeles spine Department and to the mayor of South Pasadena, 

the City Council of South Pasadena I think it's called South Pasadena City Council, and the South 

Pasadena Planning Commission does anyone move are there any further amendments proposed move 

them ocean Madam Chair as amended as amended thank you honey I appreciate that do we have a 

second and how seconds and Erica Crenshaw seconds thank you director's do you have further 

comments before we proceed to vote I would like to say something I'm very proud of all the people 

that speaking up the stakeholders and all the people that really care we're in the middle of the city and 

they had not all serino out 832 neighbor console it's not easy what we do and I'm so proud of the people 

that are speaking up on this meeting is a big topic and it is very important thank you thank you so 

much John thanks do we have further board member director comment on item 10 sorry yes I did do I 

have a couple of comments or regarding uh or maybe changing the wording Or further men OK further 

a man man and I don't give a reason why I could just say I could just tell you that on number E where 

it says no D Alec County supervisor Hilda Solis has re litter opposition on the basis of the project 

cannot be approved until the North East Los Angeles community plan is completed and also that erases 

gentrification concerns well I would rather have it stop as plan is completed because and also that it 

raises gentrification concern is actually a run on sentence you know you could just maybe strike an 

also that raises gentrification consumers because if if if you if you stayed at in a resolution it could be 

warranted for an argument on on what is the definition of gentrification and does it only happen in 

Brown and black areas or is it or is it considered a form of poverty so you know that was that was one 

of my concerns on the amendment us on that and then also the issue with regarding get dish 

development and what it sounds like is the issue is seems like in the beginning was that they were 

going to build a road in South Pasadena and that road and correct me if I'm wrong are correct me if 

I'm right that that street is a considered a cul-de-sac so when when it got hold that they were going to 

build something in South Pasadena that was in a go to Los Angeles my mind was good there should 

be a thorough way 'cause I know there should be some streets that it's hard for us to get to Pasadena 

one street and they close those trees because they don't want to have they want down barriers and I 

forgot the name of the street that's on the on the other side work saltgrass to be in there so it's it's for 

me my concern was there should be more openings between South Pasadena and al Serena and why 

are they doing it is it a form of gentrification that we're going to go over there and create more poverty 

so I could think you could look at that as an opposite but so when I looked at this situation I thought 

maybe it was the situation was one person didn't like that they were going to open up that street so 

they were going to make concerns and once they made once somebody goes into your block like for 

example I live on druid and at one time druid was was closed from Malta Noma and they built a street 

in between for for the street on the bottom to go up to the tower was in high school so it seems 

something similar to that was going on with that over there also I also looked at those houses if those 

I thought those houses are in South Pasadena because it seemed like there was more there was more 

attention to begin in South Pasadena because I thought those houses were itself is its Pasadena and that 

they were going to go through our neighborhood to get to South Pasadena but now I realize that the 

houses are going to build in-house arena and they're going to be very expensive out but I think that's 

the reason why people stated the gentrification issue because those are going to be very expensive at 



all but isn't that going to be helpful for the schools because whatever they sell those houses wouldn't 

the school districts profit after also because of the taxes so maybe the schools are going to get a little 

bit more money from those those houses so those are some questions that I had it just seemed like 

when somebody gets on the bandwagon and they they battle for one side and it whoever has more 

people then they win the argument as everybody knows so I mean it sounds like we're it we're we're 

we're going to resolve this resolution but those are some concerns that I think we should all look at we 

should all look at those concerns so I have no concern I have IKEA start breaking striking the 

gentrification because and then also you know consider what what's really going on we not want to do 

we not want to build in our city do not watch I can I get the dog I'm sorry Jose I want to hear what you 

have to say one second I need help getting all the dog out of your job who let the dogs out put my 

beautiful dogs away the dog hurt me so he came and that I wanted to hear what Jose was a dog like 

that dog likes me yes she's gone now Bella her name is Bella OK honey so so so yeah I mean if if that's 

what we're gonna do is we're gonna go ahead and resolve this resolution that that's OK with me I don't 

have a problem with that because you know the way I look at it is the majority always should be in 

charge are they should run in rules the the city or the streets are the neighborhood and if you guys 

really feel that that's the that issue is really going to cause too much damage because they're building 

because it's it's a environmental issue or is it because they're going to build more houses in your 

neighborhood so I mean I always I'm always gonna you know I'm going to buy that street maybe 

tomorrow the day after and look at him and I'm always going to wonder whether what issue what what 

was the real reason why you know we we we went into this matter I mean is it is it you know I mean 

we still have homeless issues right now you know we have the pandemic and you know so I would 

either just you know see if we could try to you know we spend a lot of time I'm not even sure if the 

direct way we're already finished or we have to go on to the next issue so that's that's my concern so 

you know about the gentrification concerning maybe you could strengthen that did you read her letter 

well yeah I read it I know she wrote it I was just quoting her I know I don't I don't she is get up at other 

stories but you know she you know it sounded like what the letter that you wrote it is sounding like 

that she was gonna write the letter but it sounded like the reader sounded like that it wasn't gonna it 

wasn't going to make a difference that's what I got for what she was saying is that she she wanted to 

go ahead and advocate for for what's going on but it seems like according to your gonna have a 

according to what's going to go on or they gonna really get rid of those million dollar homes are they 

gonna voice stop the the progress of forward movement and those are the issues that you know show 

you know those are some of the things that I've been listening to it from the most for one side more so 

I just wanted to be a little bit of the devil's advocate explain thank you for letting me talk about our 

president my pleasure OK so there is an emotion to amend item 10 he by striking everything after the 

word completed and while we're in there monkeying around with that term I'm monkeying around with 

the term you're amending I was referring to myself we could put the the the supervisor and quote her 

as she said what she said and I sent you all to her letter which instead of saying and also it raises 

gentrification concerns it could be better stated I agree it's a run on sentence but you know all laws are 

nothing but run on sentences so it's like you know that's to me that's that's normal for you know go on 

and on and also on the basis that and then we can quote her you do it as a code that's a good idea if 

you just say the president stated because you know I have a Caucasian residents are neighbors you 

know and sometimes when they're on the neighborhood council are there and they're doing the 

neighborhood thing or so like that and they start talking about gentrification you know they felt like 

well I don't want to get on that website or I don't want to go ahead and do it that because it most people 

you know those are sensitive to issues when when you know I think everybody should be able to live 

with each other and everybody has a right to be in any community you know regardless of what has 

happened in the past or regardless of what type of racism and prejudice that our people have I've gone 

through thank you Ann while I'm in there where you're proposing to amend I would rather quote her a 

little bit more if you look at the letter that I sent to you she says the decision to prematurely approve 



agenda item 16 would have a tremendous impact on the residents of a vulnerable community that has 

already faced the negative impact of gentrification so should we amend to say ellee County supervisor 

Hilda Solis Solis has written a letter opposition on the basis that the project is premature right here 

insert premature that's a word an cannot be approved until the Los Angeles community planets 

completed and she also stated that it would have a tremendous impact on the residents of a vulnerable 

community that has already faced the negative impacts of gentrification I I always don't like to consider 

my people vulnerable I like to consider my people strong always you know when I look at those words 

it sounds like their reverse forms of prejudice and racism that if they say it enough then we will think 

that in a certain way and it would be in a context that we don't really realize that's what they are but 

they're still trying to convey so yeah boner ability poverty lower than you know minority that's one of 

the reasons why that bill that firm ative action bill didn't pass because they were waiting a lot of us felt 

like maybe we shouldn't we shouldn't try us just as hard as everybody else I mean with our intelligence 

or knowledge we can basically do what we have to do to survive that one in the Uber and all those 

resolutions that we try to pass and none of them pass because money was more powerful than they get 

in those resolutions passed in another state propositions that I voted for but that's another story thank 

you Jose I I really appreciate your comments to very astute so then going back to the original proposed 

amendment again insert here the project is premature and then down here and she also raised concern 

on the quote negative impacts of gentrification end of quote I mean if I was alive I was going to to 

debate her that I would probably bring that up anyway I'm like well what do you have against the other 

people you agree with that amendment I agree with what you're in I agree with Madam President you're 

saying yes ma'am her letter raise concern over the negative impacts objectification any of any further 

amendments directeurs there was one way forgot that was raised earlier I forgot that was raised earlier 

by Anthony manzano he wanted El sereno to be replaced by Ellie 32 neighborhood council land parcels 

affected xeni director support that amendment a support that amendment and that would be Cynthia or 

Eric oh OK it should say only 32 neighborhood council so that would be OK ah isn't the land parcel 

affected though El sereno it's not or is it Sierra park it's not hillside village it's not Rose Hill it's not 

should it stick Madam President it's El sereno oh OK how about if we say El sereno land parcels the 

90032 what am I saying 90210 Madam President the City Council of South Pasadena just keep using 

that term but name L Serena L Serena all Serena As for what they think of this area is so that name 

would have resident no impact for them so I say so whereas another area in other items because I I'm 

sorry to interrupt but I don't think they're even really very familiar about the whole neighborhood 

council thing anyway right it wouldn't have impact somewhere else would have impact you're saying 

here else Reno would have the most impact since it's got name recognition value with them exactly 

OK alright so are we ready to vote directores as amended and I'll I'll mention the amendments again 

any further amendments in other words before I finalize the amendments having heard no further 

amendments proposed then it's going to be item 10 amended amended as follows letter of resolution 

to Kevin DeLeon LA city planning Department and to the South Pasadena mayor, the South Pasadena 

how do they call themselves city of South Pasadena and to the city of South Pasadena mayor, to the 

city of South Pasadena are they called council members City Council what is their term their City 

Council South pass city of South Pasadena City Council and to the city of South Pasadena Planning 

Commission that that I have here right OK so that would be the amendment there to write to them that 

letter to elkei Ann to South Pasadena and then the other item that I have here I wrote it down an item 

be add after the word exemption and no agreement regarding lead agency designation and then over 

here on item D insert after the word project is premature and cannot be approved strike and it also 

raises gentrification concerns an instead insert Anne also supervisor seliste raised concerns over the 

negative impact of gentrification quote unquote and then over here item F add an item G that states a 

South Pasadena City Council member stated that they would not approve this project if it was in South 

Pasadena good OK does anyone else propose any amendments beyond what we just said OK so we 

have a motion we have a second and we're ready to vote on it unless I hear further comments an 



approving item 10 as amended it's a non farming item so we'll just take A roll call we could I'd like to 

take A roll call just to see just to develop a record of that you can begin calling our names David and 

the question is do we vote to approve item 10 as amended are you there David Cynthia are you there 

wow what's going on can you help us do the roll call I don't know what happened with David sure for 

this vote to approve I will absolutely thank you you can begin with me OK Sylvia Cruz I vote yes as 

amended let me get something to write on you can write on the agenda I don't have a printed agenda 

that's that's OK so it's item 10 as amended so this is where the amendment only correct no it's for it's 

complete and as amended OK as amended alright so we're going to go ahead with Silvia cruise I don't 

yes He would be Johnny gurski I vote yes thank you darling C would be Brian but he is absent he 

would be David Chuck one which I don't think he's on so we consider him absent E as myself Cynthia 

Sandoval I vote yes with him ask would be um Esther yes thank you G I don't have my list in front of 

me Carmen OK thank you if you can please assist me thank you arman some #8 would be Tom 

Williams yes day and age is Tom Williams thank you Tom Williams how do you vote yes thank you 

I yes kightlinger thank you Jay Oregon ristea how do you vote yes thank you K would be paradise 

she's recused Karen is recused OK um my boy yes Alice Erica thank you M game is about in votes yes 

James thank you Anne are they I vote yes thank you Jose oh actually Lopez Anthony Lopez I vote yes 

and Anthony Wilkes yes the motion passes as a mandate 15 might have 123456789 ten 11 yes zeronos 

zero abstentions 12 absent Ann one recusal 11 twelve 1314 home and missing I was using the restroom 

oyes go ahead David so yeah I vote yes sorry bout that yeah OK David you had one job its other vote 

count is 13 zero 011 gentlemen thank you so much item number 10 passes moving on and item number 

13 is misnumbered it should be item number 11 and it's it's noted item 13 is should be 11 it's discussion 

and possible motion to approve distribution of Christmas toys as a community partnership with the 

toys distribution program from the mayor's office provided that toys are available because it wasn't 

certain there would be to be distributed to all communities and the L 832 neighborhood council 

boundaries to it will be important but alley 30 PNC bored does anyone know if we open up item 13 

which should be a little discussion so we open item 13 thank you I will second that was I'm not sure 

but we have OK it was Cynthia and Johnny the song Sylvia this is Jose from Labor Department I just 

have a suggestion for for the word to just amend word Christmas to Holidays can support of any 

religious Holidays just want to make sure we have separate change church from state got it thank you 

for that alright we'll get to that part I wrote it long as amended OK so do does anyone move we open 

this map where we had that we went through that OK how about public discuss public comment on 

item number 13 which would be 11 I anybody want to make a public comment press the race hand 

button on your screen for those dialed in press star 9 and that will let us still that you would like to 

make a public comment and will call anybody in the order accordingly I believe the 682 is one of the 

board members correct yes I don't see any hands up having seen no hands up for public comment 

probably common is closed I would like to invite Cynthia Sandoval who has the best information 

available on this item give comment on this you said she sent you a letter I didn't get it I'm still looking 

OK it wouldn't have been from Erica I'm sorry from Veronica it came from media dot lozano and I do 

have it in front of me it says thank you for contacting the office of mayor Eric Garcetti we have received 

and approved your request for toys the holiday toy drive due to cover 19 that I drive will be held at the 

alley Convention Center so we safely properly and social distance while you pick up your donation 

please carefully read the following instructions you're scheduled pickup would be December 10th or 

Thursday December 10th you're scheduled pick up time is 3:00 PM is important that you're right on 

time or you may have to wait until another space opens in a different window of time and it gives me 

the address and basically to contact them with the vehicle size due to the wide and overall size of the 

donation box it is easier if pick up can be done in a pickup truck minivan or large SUV V please 

provide an email and it says please provide an email regarding this too or I can contact Sally Martinez 

and her phone number is listed here so that's what I will do thank you for reading that into the record 

Jose I just emailed this to you would it be possible for you to place this email on our screen and it was 



sent yesterday at 12:27 PM I'm sorry I would forward this to you earlier I wasn't in just fading I kept 

looking for veronica's name OK so it's medium lozano OK the same email that is correct can everybody 

see it yes I could see it huh so our pick up time will be Thursday December 10 tomorrow at 3:00 PM 

at three wow I'll be working I cannot do it make sure to bring one other person with you to assist 

donation box will be big who has a pickup truck and who has said the time you could bring 2 vehicles 

to avoid spending time in close quarters with another person during the drive do not come in a small 

vehicle OK so that rules a bunch of us out I got a small truck is it open on the back it's a is a Ford 

Ranger but it doesn't have a thing in the back so it's like open you can put large boxes in your back 

well this that are you volunteering that would be much appreciated are you available at 3:00 o'clock 

tomorrow yeah I work at home so you know people will have to wait to get their check until I come 

back processor payments in next day I'm sure they don't mind waiting for their not true OK everybody 

I know two I know I'm working a mass calendar every single day I'm doing 4 cases per hour I say unto 

you just kidding I know you keep sending me all your appeals you put denying them OK just give 

some money alright no we're not denied anybody these days so yeah OK so I just get the the few that 

fall between the cracks which is hundreds of the per week for our let's not stop talking shot OK so you 

have people be at the opportunity to schedule yourself to go and see to go and pick them up we 

appreciate that does anyone else have a suitable vehicle that they can go and assist pick up the boxes 

let's see what they're saying about that bring a dog there should be one vehicle with two people Anna 

Dolly well I could probably take my wife with me remember the boxes are heavy you don't want to 

put anybody in harm's way that's why I'll pick him up is there another person that you can take or 

somebody can meet you there anybody on the board that can meet him there not only does a do you 

have a Dolly yeah hello darling OK and thank you big time thank you Jose decena nailer board member 

assist because they do recommend two vehicles I will I will participate on picking up in my expedition 

oh that's wonderful Johnny gurski where am I going to drop these these these toys are do I just keep 

on my garage or until I would I would think we would have to get permission and put him into storage 

and at the senior citizen so we're ready we gotta get permission from 1 OK once again I need to know 

who are they going to that's the question who are they going to are we distributing them as the board 

or are we going to hand them over to our El sereno bicentennial committee since they are in charge of 

the largest toy drive that's happening here in El sereno well that's supposed to decide board members 

that's what I said in my letter to Veronica Polanco that we would number of toys requested 200 or 

amount available age range want 18 years old mixed gender mixed intended distribution most likely 

December 1220 or December 1920 to be determined by Nelly 32 neighborhood council at the next 

board meeting on December 9 so it's what you guys say you guys happens now ioffer it as donation 

for bicentennial since she's doing all the legwork absolutely that can be in our contribution we not 

might not be able to donate additional monies or we can donate additional toys thank you Erica so the 

way that maybe she could not pick him up also if you want I could order she tells me where she wants 

me to drop him off I have a garage but like I said I I could keep up until she picks him up or how we 

would do it that way also I'm going to need the map either sent to me I'll send everything to you the 

only question the concern I have is that genius pregnant an she's not doing any of the lifting herself we 

have to find somebody to take them to her if we can give them to her because I believe that the 

donations were only monetary 'cause they were going to Mattel and purchasing all the toys yeah I 

could if you want me to drop off to have a problem with that we said that we discussed to make a OK 

I'll make arrangements to find out where they're going to be taken OK so that was kind of big news 

right there you snuck right in congratulations Jenny I hope it was OK with her that you disclosed that 

yeah it's been on Facebook going no I want to ask somebody congratulations once the baby doing there 

like what are you talking about they weren't pregnant Oh yeah yeah you gotta be careful before yeah 

she's showing but you know the name of Johnny OK board directors do you have any other suggestions 

other than for Johnny an Jose to pick them up and to take them to Jenny and drop them up or because 

you cannot lift them any other suggestions Cynthia when is when is the the holiday OK so I agree with 



Jose that we should amend item 13 discussion and possible motion to approve distribution of a holiday 

toy yes distribution are they toy drive distribution approve and distribution of the holiday toy approve 

holiday toy drive distribution got it OK so let's deal with the amendment first choose does do I have a 

second to amend to say discussion and possible motion to approve a holiday toy distribution holiday 

toy drive distribution of Oh no that wouldn't make sense OK you just remove the word Christmas and 

put holiday toys holiday toys purpose seconds but we have a motion that we have a second OK does 

anyone object that we amend by striking Christmas and inserting holiday objection it's amend it now 

we preceded to proceeding OK so this is really tricky for me because president yeah did you did you 

say that you were going to change the Christmas thing yeah I'm going to strike the work for an insert 

holiday it wasn't it was a comment and everyone nobody ever nobody ever made a motion to to to 

amend it it was never it was never amended shot we're going to we're mending it now So what I'm 

trying to say is that I disagree with changing that the Christmas to Christmas album most definitely I 

mean it would violate my rights that I couldn't be in a Christian and loving Christmas you know then 

it would violate my rights because I like Christmas so I wouldn't I mean if you want to want to vote 

on it we could do that but you know I would be fair about that but object that we absolutely you have 

the right to object so the letter said the letter called it the the holiday the holiday toy where is it although 

it ha I'm so tired I'm sorry Myers 2020 holiday toilet drive thank you so that's why we're change we're 

proposing to change it to holiday why do you wait I can I say something while we change it to Holidays 

when it's Christmas I I agree with housing Medina active within 100% why did somebody just gonna 

say we cannot say it's Christmas I don't I don't I don't I don't understand but somebody could say OK 

it's not Thanksgiving it's going to be Easter on Thanksgiving I agree with Jose Medina why we change 

it it's Christmas this Christmas my time for now serious because they agree with Jose Medina 100% 

was in between I agree with you thank you very much so Johnny we're multicultural neighborhood 

that we we have we have Christians although they celebrate Christmas we have Jewish people that 

celebrate chanukah we have African Americans celebrate Kwanzaa it all falls in this month so that's 

why it's Holidays David you should if somebody wants to add him if they want to make a make an 

amendment to add those they can if you wanna put Kwanzaa if somebody wants to say the Kwanzaa 

then added if somebody wants to say Jewish then add it but if if there's nobody disagreeing with not 

with disagreeing with with where keeping Christmas then I think you know so anybody wants to add 

something speak up right now have nothing I believe that we should keep it Christmas thank you very 

much Jose what do you know I agree with you 100% any other board members who like to speak now 

yeah I would like to say something I think Mr galdamez was suggesting that because we are a city 

entity I was city cannot have 'cause we are government we have to have separation of church and state 

no one's applying one religion or one holiday better than another but the city itself can never proposed 

put that in official right you know not true unless you could show that to my last Mr galdamez is that 

abusive part of the chair speaking everybody one at a time the request was a question tolls they 

galdamez Jose you have a floor thank you so again the reason why we're suggesting for Holidays and 

not to like to remove to replace avoiding Christmas to Holidays is to make sure that you know for 

city's representatives know we stick to neutral and it's celebrating the Holidays that are going on within 

this month this seasons and not just picking or discriminating or imposing any of the religions Holidays 

two to any individual but you're saying you're saying suggesting you never said that it was mandated 

unless you could show or somewhere else is mandated I agree with you but are babies gotta talk to you 

talk to the lawyer about that and see if we can or cannot use that word but if you're saying that I want 

to show me that information because you know suggestion is a pretty strong word you could suggest 

that I drink Coca Cola but I'm like Pepsi again I can't tell the board what to do I'm just providing you 

the recommendations in order to make sure that there's no one or are you saying that if we keep is 

Christmas you'll be OK with that is that is that what it is who is speaking on the other side who's 

speaking OK so what's happening here it's Jose is talking after Jose I'll recognize other board members 

who have not had a turn to speak yet I'm going to let Jose finish his comment and then we're going to 



go to another board director who has not spoken yet go ahead and finish your comment Jose mountain 

president so if if there is a concern with not using CRISPR and that we can't use Christmas then we 

shouldn't use holiday either as well right so I'm saying is yeah I just want to give them that we use 

Christmas Jose how's the floor other board members stop speaking please go ahead with they think 

about president we use Christmas if you want that we could add the rest of them if they if somebody 

wants us to add those but I don't think that the will of of those who or not present at this moment should 

be defended and I believe that those that are here at this moment to be concerned contribute heard so 

that's the reason why I say that is there another four I'm sorry are you done hosting president I'd like 

to say something is that Esther yes the chair recognizes Esther you have the floor just drop the words 

holiday and Christmas and it's a toy drive and you're done that's my statement thank you Esther is there 

another board member who has not spoken yet I would like to say something yes doctor James Marin 

go ahead I agree with Esther just drop Christmas and just leave it as toys thank you thank you is there 

another board member me too that was Tom yes I'm Williams I agree with that also Lee when I talk to 

the statement go ahead Tom finished your statement OK from the eastern Orthodox vantage 12th night 

is the time for presents not Christ mass so thank you bye so I consider that that's a good idea but I think 

we have to vote on that then why don't we just make a take a vote on that I'm sorry we're not done 

discussing any other board member who has not spoken yet wants to speak this is Karina says I just 

want to say that I agree with Esther as well Christmas OK thank you does any other board member 

who has not spoken with fire is that Johnny Johnny you already in just a second or membership Erica 

crunch I agree with Esther thank you Erica for who has not spoken I agree with Esther to this afternoon 

my apartment Tata I agree with Esther another board member was not spoken thank you Charlie you 

may speak OK I think Johnny over there I don't hear from you yes I'm here alright but I I wanted to 

ask the board are we satisfied with the way it ends to be distributed to all communities to a date time 

and place to be determined should do we need to amend that Jose is the question or that we just leave 

it as is and strike Holidays and then that's enough to give it to the the two board directors pick them 

up given the Jenny so with the answer suggestions that we find which is to strike the word toys 

Christmas and just leave it as toy breath OK distribution of toys OK alright members let's vote on it 

does anyone oh OK so we're amending then is anyone moved that we amend just to remove Christmas 

I moved to a man I spoke at Crenshaw second does anyone any object to the approval of item 13 which 

should be #11 that'd be passed as amended Elmo it's not funny item I don't believe we need to take roll 

call no we don't thank you so item number 13 which should be 11 is approved in past thank you moving 

on Titan 14 which should be 12 an I think Madam President I have Jenny guerrera on the line right 

now I'm speaking to her on my personal cell phone and she is saying that they are going to be there at 

the location there slot is at 2:00 PM so if she would ask us we would like for them to pick up the toys 

that way they go from that location straight to the truck I don't I think somebody can be there to meet 

with her and they're just gonna load him in that big truck it's a new home OK look our appointment is 

3:00 o'clock so we can't tell the city well given to Jennie at 2:00 o'clock no she wait till three while we 

can do is it jetties willing to wait when I say something if jenny's got a big truck I can follow there and 

I can help her load the stuff up I can follow in my car if she has a big enough truck to put all the stuff 

and all the equipment and then take away she's gotta take him you know what we already ate so 

between Johnny and I then we can arrange everything with Jenny thank you very much thank you we 

already approved the item let's move on OK thank you board member reports reports from the board 

of director special committees and homelessness at optimally and brief announcements does any one 

move we open this up for discussion I moved to your item number 12 Was that David yes a second 

that was James thank you do we have public comment on this item 14 which would be 12 for anybody 

that would like to make a public comment on agenda item it's it's written 1414 cursor reset button on 

your screen or if you called in start 9 I see one hand up it's a Jenny Bruce Jenny alright so did they 

have the time then and let's you know the the I only gave this meeting 4 hours sorry we're about to 

time out in 4 minutes you have one minute to speak it was actually for the one before no worries bye 



thank you thank you alright Rosa I said Bruce wanted to speak you may speak one minute but let's tie 

him Cynthia we're about to time out the meeting is going to end you may begin your time starts now 

thank you Cynthia I just want to point out that according to Roberts rules of orders a call to order or 

point of order can be made from the floor but that is not being recognized thank you that's all I have 

to say on that subject thank you very much director's do you have any other announcements before we 

end this meeting yeah I'm Madam President from planet get the education committee have been 

running so if there's any members of the board that want to work with me an local district East staff 

from LSD please email me and we could start setting up these meetings that's it thank you does any 

other board director have an announcement Madam President I had a list of for the homelessness ad 

hoc committee report that I again put on put it on later 'cause I don't want to be timed out for now and 

if we time out we time out if we don't we don't go ahead OK so again the email for any concerns or 

LA homelessness L A32LA32H ACLALA 32 hack@gmail.com or compiling a list of resources for 

the city and nonprofits and community orgs to have one spot one stop shop to have what's happening 

in incident exactly how we can address all our issues and concerns were extending outreach and 

communications to CD 14 office in other governmental offices that have Triple H money funding to 

ask them what's happening with it specifically in the LA 32 area and we're planning a roll call meeting 

so anybody in everybody that wants to participate in in action two for the homelessness population 

we're going to have a roll call meeting via zoom that the hack committee will put on in mid January I 

think we're going to schedule it like the third week of the month like after the regular board meeting it 

might be the 2nd for the third Wednesday or Thursday of every month as a as a monthly homelessness 

action committee meeting so we can act on things that we want to talk about not just complain and so 

if you have any suggestions or resources or people that want to contact please email LA 32 

hack@gmail.com thank you thank you Erica Erica chair of the homelessness she's now calling it on 

business action committee any other directors have announcements before we adjourn having heard 

no further announcements does anyone object anyone move that we have that we adjourn remove 

liegender cranshaw seconds OK Cynthia and Erica thank you very much thank you very much for 

meeting I'm going to check into thank you rock general board meeting is now adjourned Anne thank 

you very much for your time and attention ladies and gentlemen I'm very proud of all of you and I'm 

very proud of our stakeholders everyone goodnight  

 

13. Discussion and possible motion to approve distribution of  Christmas toys, as a     

 Community Partnership with the Toys’ Distribution program from the Mayor’s Office,     

   provided that toys are available, to be distributed to all communities in the LA32NC  

      boundaries, to a date, time and place to be determined by the LA32NC 

Board.   

14. Board Member Reports. Reports from the Board on Directors’ Special Committees and      

 Homelessness Ad Hoc Committee and brief announcements.  

15. Motion to adjourn. 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Opening Remarks 
 
President Cruz informed the Board that Councilmember Kevin De Leon and Jackie 
Goldberg, LAUSD District 5 will be in attendance at the meeting. 
 

1. Call to Order / Roll Call  
 
A general Board meeting of the LA-32NC was convened on January 6, 2021 via 
Zoom webinar and called to order at 6:08 p.m.  President Cruz presided as 
moderator.  President Cruz informed all in attendance that the meeting is recorded, 
outlined the responsibilities and protocols for webinars, public comment, and 
conflict of interest.  President Cruz appointed Treasurer Micó and Corresponding 
Secretary Sandoval to the positions of webinar host/co-host.  The roll call was 
called as follows:  
 

1 Sylvia Cruz, President 

1 Johnny Gurski, Vice President 

1 Brian Micó, Treasurer 

1 Cynthia Sandoval, Corresponding Secretary 

0 David Chacon, Recording Secretary 

1 Ester Petschar, At Large Community Organizational Director 

0 Carmen Tata, At Large Regional Director 

1 Tom Williams, North Region Director 

0 Peter Kightlinger, North Region Director 

1 Jorge Garcia, East Region Director 

1 Karen Aceves, East Region Director 

1 Erika Crenshaw, South Region Director 

Executive 

Committee 

 

Sylvia Cruz 

PRESIDENT 

 

Johnny Gurski 

VICE-PRESIDENT 

 

Brian Micó 

TREASURER 

 

Cynthia Sandoval 
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1 James Marin, South Region Director 

0 Jose Medina, West Region Director 

1 Anthony Lopez, West Region Director 

11 Directors were present and a quorum was attained. 

 
Councilmember De Leon had not arrived by 6:11 p.m. and President Cruz 
amended the Agenda to move forward to Item 2b and return to Item 2a later in the 
meeting on his arrival. 
 

2. Community / Government Reports and Announcements: 
 
a. LA City Council District Representative 

President Cruz welcomed Councilmember Kevin De Leon to the meeting 
and informed the Board of the procedure to conduct the Administration of 
Oath to install newly appointed Board members; James Marin, Anthony 
Lopez, and Karen Aceves. 
Councilmember Kevin De Leon delivered the Administration of Oath for the 
newly appointment Boardmembers.  Boardmembers Marin, Lopez and 
Aceves recited their pledges followed by President Cruz introducing all 
Boardmembers to Councilmember De Leon with their areas of specialty and 
community involvement. 
 
Councilmember De Leon emphasized with the Board his challenges with 
homelessness in City District 14, where we live and take pride in our 
community.  Councilmember De Leon stated that the issues of 
homelessness are a humanitarian crisis of biblical proportions.  The 
unhoused community has escalated unlike anything experienced before.  
The totality in the City of Los Angeles is 41,000 unhoused that exceeds the 
entire cities of Oakland, Fresno, Sacramento, San Jose, San Diego and 
Chicago in comparison.  City District 14 is ground zero nationwide for 
unhoused individuals. 
 
Historically El Sereno and our neighbors in Boyle Heights have been 
diverse composed of working-class individuals, immigrants, and many 
cultures and lifestyles.  We have all seen poverty, gangs, liquor stores, 
parks, and too many freeways.  Now there is a high concentration of 
unhoused individuals no matter how poor our neighborhoods have been 
historically.  El Sereno never had this high of a concentration of unhoused 
individuals.  On Huntington Drive on the northern side to the city of 
Alhambra is a large concentration of tents.  This is a phenomenon that has 
exploded in City District 14.  I would like to present at the next meeting a 
PowerPoint presentation with an overall global plan.  No one expected this 
to happen in the skid row community.  There is external pressure moving 
into that area.  Tent living in make-shift boxes, is accompanied with an 
explosion of methamphetamine and heroine abuse.  I would like to move 
forward with a comprehensive plan as we don’t have a plan.  I don’t have 
objectives or measurements.  We have lawsuits and we can’t cut corners 
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and cheat in this issue.  We have to house individuals with a sense of 
urgency.  The current model is cost prohibitive.  I am working on a lot of 
ideas.  The short term right now is to provide dignity, housing and 
stabilization.  Motel 8 on Huntington Drive and Titta Inn are in escrow for 
emergency housing.  I want to provide a report by end of January or early 
February working out dynamics to have all the individuals on Huntington 
Drive housed.  There are repairs and drainage/sprinklers issues on the 
current sites and a plan should provide wrap-around services.  I am 
negotiating a contract with the City of Pasadena for our unhoused 
community members with mental health issues, addiction assistance, and 
work skills.  The goal is to stabilize and assist individuals in attaining a good 
life.  Moving on the horizon at the end of the month there is an ever-gaining 
tsunami with the COVID19 rent eviction moratorium expiring.  Will there be 
a major inflow of unhoused folks now?  We want to prevent that.  I am trying 
to coordinate with Governor Gavin Newson.  One goal is to move unhoused 
individuals on Huntington Drive into the acquisitions that we have right now 
and make it adaptable. 
 
I have other concerns with City District 14 as other neighboring cities have 
sent their homeless to our city.  There is an approaching city lawsuit 
regarding unhoused individuals.  The highest number of unhoused 
individuals live around freeways in City District 14, approximately 800.  I 
would like to have them housed by March or April or I may find myself in 
contempt of court?  I inherited this crisis the end of February and I want to 
have all the individuals on Huntington Boulevard housed.  Titta Inn reuse is 
one plan.  Removing the unhoused from extreme weather elements will 
stabilize their lives and a beginning to rehabilitation.  
 
Our community overlays 90032 and Caltrans has not been a good tenant.  
We have legal definition in 90019 that there will be no 710-freeway 
extension, that area is ideal vacant property to rent or sell.  There is an 
affordability crisis and those homes need to be rehabilitated and move from 
vacancy to occupancy.  The process should be accountable and orderly 
with fairness and transparency and no backroom negotiating behind closed 
doors.  
 
Chairperson Cruz opened the floor for questions limiting presentation time 
to one (1) minute due to time restraints. 
 
Vice-President Gurski suggested a town hall meeting for further discussion 
of the unhoused community difficulties to allow community participation. 
 
Director Crenshaw asked for clarity on the acquisition of Motel 8 and Titta 
Inn.  She offered her services as a liaison to the community to open 
transparency with Councilmember De Leon’s office.  Director Crenshaw 
stated that this transition is the perfect opportunity to outreach to the 
community and offered her availability to assist.  Councilmember De Leon 
stated he wants to move expediently.  He stated it is important to have a 
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voice in City Hall that has been absent for too long.  Boyle Heights and El 
Sereno have had a history of a backlog of vacancy with voice or power.  
Hence; my assuming the office in early October.  I miss my students but this 
is a priority.  Council member De Leon agreed with establishing methods to 
open transparent one-point communication so that it can be rippled out to 
the community. 
 
Director Aceves thanked Councilmember De Leon for the update on 
acquisitions stating it was very valuable information.  Director Aceves 
expressed concern on construction and necessary updates that need to be 
made to hotel rooms with a concern of funding.  Construction monies are 
not passing down and hindering many organizations with delays.  Director 
Aceves asked Councilmember De Leon if he could advocate for up-front 
money for construction?  Will the priority to attain a housing unit be 
geographic as that is a concern for a holistic approach.  We take the time 
out of our everyday schedules, and this is a communication for feedback 
and we can move mountains like this.  Director Aceves encouraged 
continued openness and collaboration, stating that exchanging ideas is a 
pathway for communicating and feedback. 
 
Councilperson De Leon stated that prioritizing by geographics is a good 
point as it is good to keep folks close to their family network system.  
Councilperson De Leon is still in the process of deciphering how LAHSA 
works.  The system in entangled with financing models and tax credits that 
is not sustainable.  The nonprofit housing developers’ model is broken.  
Motel 8 and Titta Hotel may provide temporary housing but I would like to 
move toward permanent housing.  There are members of our community 
struggling and we have an obligation to house as many individuals as 
possible and transition them to permanent housing solutions.  There is a 
budget deficit currently with no tourism, sales tax, and property parcel tax 
that have that have all been shattered due to COVID19.  I will present my 
plan to all of you at the next meeting.  Homelessness has been so 
normalized and needs to be prioritized.  This is a massive problem like 
nothing ever before.  City District 14 has a population is 250,000.  There is 
a lot of illogical and nonsensical mechanisms in place.  My goal is to improve 
human conditions and civic pride.  It is shameful to have people living on 
the street.  I want to make a disruptive change to improve the life of our 
community members. 
 
Councilperson De Leon thanked President Cruz and the Boardmembers for 
the opportunity to collaborate with the Board. 
 

b. LAPD Senior Leads 
 
Richard Acosta updated the Board on recent crime in El Sereno.  Frank 
Dominguez is the LAPD Senior Lead for robbery in our District.  A robbery 
took place at the 7-11 store at Poplar and Huntington Boulevards.  
Analyzing the video, the robber was wearing a hoodie, with a mask and 
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carried a revolver and did not touch anything for us to acquire fingerprints.  
He robbed two registers for a total of $500.00.  Per the video he exited the 
scene through the dark Shelley Street back alley; however, there was no 
evidence of a car in the alley.  His flight should have been hindered by his 
scandals and he did not look like transient.  Fifteen minutes later in Boyle 
Heights on Fourth Street and Cummings a robbery was committed that was 
very similar. 
 
Following up on the meridians in El Sereno, the sanitation division cleaned 
it out hauling away four truckloads.  There was also a tent fire four days 
ago.  Sanitation also went to the site today and removed waste.  Thanks to 
City District 14, Figotech cleanup crew has cleaned up many areas of the 
meridian in El Sereno due to the homeless issues.  The Super 8 Motel 
owner has sold the hotel and has relocated.  Crime is on the rise 
accompanied by unemployment.  Please be vigilant.  Don’t leave anything 
in your vehicles and turn on lights around your house.  Don’t leave delivered 
packages unattended outside.  There is a lot of package theft and breaking 
into cars right now, which are crimes of opportunity.  There is not a lot of 
street robbery going on at this time.  El Sereno is not like Boyle Heights as 
there is no street violence or street gangs.  The car wash on Huntington 
Boulevard west of Eastern that operates for 24 hours with late night hours 
has been causing a disturbance with loud radios.  Please tell community 
members to call the police; however, the offender will most likely be gone 
when authority arrives, but this process assists us in keeping a log.  We 
would like to change their operational times.  Mr. Acosta concluded his 
report and invited any questions. 
 
President Cruz amended the Agenda to return to Item 2a as Councilperson 
De Leon was now present and in Chambers. 
 
Chairperson Cruz opened the floor for questions.  Seeing none the Item 
was closed. 
 

c. Government Departments/Agencies/DONE/RYLAN 
 
No Action Taken 
 

d. Community Organizations 
 
Mario Hernandez stated that Inter LA Council has an open seat.  January 
26, 2021 is the deadline for filing.  This year’s election will be vote-by-mail 
and will begin February 12, 2021 with election day April 13, 2021.  There 
will be community outreach to publicize the opening.  President Cruz 
inquired about submitted applications being available for viewing on-line on 
their webpage and Mr. Hernandez stated that information will be available 
on February 12, 2021. 
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Vice-President Gurski welcomed back Mario Hernandez and inquired about 
the term-out of 2-year positions and the reapplication process for appointed 
positions.  Mr. Hernandez informed the Board that individual will need to run 
for upcoming terms if they have been appointed to complete vacant terms.  
Executive Officers are eligible for LA-32NC term out seats after the 
expiration of the initial term. 
 
Director Crenshaw inquired about term-out positions as every seat has a 
two-year term and stated that any incumbent will need to file again as a 
candidate if seated in a vacated term. 
 
Dulce Acosta gave an update on building relationships in EL Sereno, 
Lincoln Heights and Boyle Heights.  He is helping with food distributions and 
the Pastor for victory outreach.  Mr. Acosta would like to provide information 
at a later date on vaccine education and distributions.  Mr. Acosta thanked 
the Board for their proactive community and looks forward to a great year 
with the Board and offered his support and assistance. 
 
Troy Carbajal presented updates on state level as he is diligently working 
with the city/county to resolve the homeless crisis.  We are starting new 
legislative cycles on Monday with a lot of hard work ahead.  We have 
partnered with community committees and organizations and basically 
getting out PPE and food distributions.  There is a crisis in EDD with rising 
cases and they are in the process of working it out with EDD while 
reorganizing their own department.  Assistance is available.  He can be 
contacted by callings 213/483-5151 or e mail troy.cargajal.@asm.ca.gov.  
Mr. Carbajal will provide the President a list of new laws that will be taking 
effect in 2021. 
 
Chairperson Cruz opened the floor for questions.  Seeing none the Item 
was closed. 
 

e. Budget Advocate 
 
Liz Amsden, Budget Advocate, provided an update on revenue stating that 
there is a budget gap.  There is a proposed one-time solution of tapping the 
stabilization funds and there is a deficit financing plan relying on non-layoff 
budget reductions and reimbursements from Washington.  The CEO does 
not agree with a Police Department employee reduction due to push back 
from the union.  At this time there is no identified source of funding and there 
is a budget gap over one million dollars.  The same losses in income are 
still faced. 
 
Basic services are needed now in the Police Department.  The Police 
Department needs to be reimagined.  City services matter most to your 
neighborhood with a focus on safety concerns.  Crimes have increased.  
The concept of balancing the budget by encouraging staff to take an early 
retirement erases an institutional memory that is necessary.  Not replacing 

mailto:troy.cargajal.@asm.ca.gov
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retired staff creates an environment that encourages more people to leave 
the city.  We are losing people, cutting costs and creating dangers.  
Neighborhood councils need to call the City Council and voice concerns at 
the LA City Clerk Department.  Today we need to maintain services and 
focus on what has to be maintained immediately and what can wait.  There 
are city budget woes and stakeholders have issues of decreasing police 
services as a way of cutting costs that will have long term side effects.  Our 
next meeting will include ways to increase income and any ideas are 
appreciated so please feel free to contact me.  All meetings are open to the 
public and all are welcome.  I can be contact at liz.amsden@budget 
advocates.org. 
 
President Cruz opened the floor for questions.  Seeing none the Item as 
closed. 
 

f. LAUSD Representative 
Chairperson Cruz introduced Jackie Goldberg from LAUSD, District 5.  Ms. 
Goldberg gave an update on the school district.  The new CARES Act has 
favorably provided funding for the district.  Funds will cover costs of 
programs for testing and feeding the community.  Ms. Goldberg reminded 
all parents to have their children/students tested.   Ms. Goldberg stated that 
the opening dates of schools are uncertain but the district is ready and every 
bargaining unit was ready for the previous January 2021 opening date, but 
that has been changed because of the spike.  It may not happen this school 
year.  The current positivity rate is 21% that means every fifth person who 
is tested is positive as compared to last November.  People are not 
cautious.  Airports are filled and Holiday celebrations continue.  The 
pandemic teaching adjustments has made more time for teachers for 
personal development and technical skills.  Ms. Goldberg stated that she 
has 20 years in classroom experience.  The Zoom environment has allowed 
teachers to help teachers.  There has not been enough art and music in our 
schools but now art teachers can teach at more schools by eliminating travel 
time.  We are learning to teach better.  There is social/emotional stress.  
There are crowded homes with large numbers of children that create 
problems for on-line access.  Special Education is struggling.  The CARES 
Act has provided COVID19 testing free through LAUSD.  Please go to 
LAUSD.net and go to the COVID19 section and sign up.  In September and 
October, the cities of San Francisco and Sacramento were available to open 
their schools due to low 2% positivity rate.  They did not open because they 
believed that LA Unified had a good idea with testing.  There is going to be 
a Microsoft app that takes your temperature, asks questions and that will be 
the method that will allow a student to return to school.  Elementary schools 
are isolated, while middle and high school are not the same protocol and 
that provides obstacles when LAUSD will be ready.  We are trying to find 
the money for in-person summer school for kids if vaccinations progress.  
There will be a lot of students behind due to circumstances of housing or 
poverty or living conditions.  Financially the district is in very good state this 
and next year with open discussions regarding school year 2022.  The dual 
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language program in El Sereno would profit from more attention as there is 
no middle school program for the dual language program.  The social and 
emotional trauma for children is enormous due to COVID19 isolation.  Ms. 
Goldberg wished the Board a Happy New Year and thanked the staff for 
their contributions to assist their community.  In conclusion, Ms. Goldberg 
voiced her concern of the housing deficit and applauded the efforts of 
Councilmember De Leon.  Ms. Goldberg stated that she will be sending a 
staff member to the next meeting and President Cruz invited her to any and 
every meeting. 
 
Chairperson Cruz opened the floor for questions.  Seeing none the Item 
was closed. 
 
Vice-President Gurski thanked Ms. Goldberg for her time and update. 

 
g. Homelessness Liaison 
 
 No Action Taken. 
 

3. Administration of the Neighborhood Council Board Member Oath for new 
Directors. 
 
This action was re-agendized earlier in the meeting. 
 

4. General Public Comment on Non-Agenda items: Comments from the public 
on nonagenda items within the Board’s jurisdiction.  Each speaker will be 
allowed two (2) minutes. 
 
Boardmember Sandoval moved to open this Item for discussion and Vice-
President Gurski seconded the motion. 
 
A community member requested to address the Board.  Lauren spoke on a need 
to add importation items to Agendas for discussion.  Discussion is invited at 
peopleaction.org. 
 

5. Discussion and possible motion to approve the October 2020 and November 
2020 Monthly Expense Reports. 
 
Director Marin moved to open this Item for discussion that was seconded by Vice-
President Gurski. 
 
Treasurer Micó emailed the Board two items for discussion. 
 
Expenses of $685.00 were paid to Apple One Agency for a note taker, Adobe 
Acrobat license, and phone charges.  The tree lighting ceremony in November 
2019 was an expense of $5,000.00. 
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1 Sylvia Cruz 

absent Johnny Gurski 

1 Brian Micó 

1 Cynthia Sandoval 

0 David Chacon 

1 Ester Petschar 

0 Carmen Tata 

abstain Tom Williams 

0 Peter Kightlinger 

1 Jorge Garcia 

absent Karen Aceves 

1 Erika Crenshaw 

1 James Marin 

0 Jose Medina 

1 Anthony Lopez 

8 Motion passed with 8 “yes” votes and 1 “abstain” and 2 
absent at the time the motion was called. 

 
6. Discussion and possible motion to approve the Minutes from the 12-09-20 

Special General Board Meeting. 
 
Director Crenshaw opened the Item for discussion that was seconded Director 
Marin. 
 
Director Crenshaw stated that computer problems occurred in February and 
moved that this Item be reagendized for discussion and approval at the next 
meeting. 
 

7. LA32NC’s Treasurer’s Report on the LA32NC 2020-2021 FY Budget. 
 
Treasurer Micó, presented the 2020-2021 budget. 
 
Director Crenshaw opened the Item for discussion that was seconded by Director 
Marin. 
 
Treasurer Micó stated that the available cleared balance is $26,000 available with 
no outstanding checks. 
 
Treasurer Micó stated that the high school MPG was not filed correctly missing 
required signatures and inquired if any Director has reached out to them regarding 
the Apple Pencils.  After discussion the Board concurred to finalized the MPG and 
make payment for the previously approved item.  This will alter the cleared 
balance; President Cruz informed the Board that the business cards and polo shirts 
have arrived at an expense of $2,100.00.  This expense was advanced by the local 
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vender and needs to be paid immediately.  This expense also alters the cleared 
balance. 
 

OLD BUSINESS 
 

8. Discussion and possible motion for the reallocation of the 2020-2021 FY 
budget funds. 
 
Director Crenshaw stated that there is nothing requiring reallocation of funds out 
of the operating budget.  The funds for the previously approved MPG were 
previously approved and moved. 
 

NEW BUSINESS 
 

9. Discussion and possible motion to forward the Stakeholders’ Petition to 
abate the disturbance of the peace from Al’s Auto Spa self-service car wash 
to CD14 Councilmember Kevin De Leon, and to write a letter of resolution 
to CD14 Councilmember Kevin De Leon asking him to contact the owner of 
Al’s Auto Spa self-service car wash located in El Sereno at 4760 Huntington 
Drive South, to notify the owner that their car wash customers are 
disturbing the neighborhood’s peace by playing their car radios loudly at 
late hours and to have the Councilmember request that the owner erect a 
sign on their business that asks the customers to keep their radios off from 
10pm to 7am when washing their cars to comply with the Noise Control 
Ordinance Section 12.08 of the County of Los Angeles. 
 
Treasurer Micó opened the Item for discussion that was seconded by Director 
Crenshaw.  
 
Community member Bruce Wilson requested to address the Board. 
 
Vice-Chairperson Gurski has made attempts to contact the owner of Al’s Auto 
Spa and left messages providing his contact information and has not received a 
return call.  A petition is in circulation that requires 500 signatures and it has not 
been completed.  It was stated that a community member, Yvonne Catchell, 
placed this Item on the agenda for discussion and is no longer present. 
 
President Cruz called for any public members present to speak on concerns or 
make comment on this Item.  Seeing none, this Item will be agendized to the next 
meeting for discussion. 
 
Director Williams highly recommend that the City Planning Department become 
involved regarding the conditions for operations or refer to LA County for a noise 
ordinance violation or a violation with Building and Safety.  Director Williams 
informed the Board that the signature requirement is 50 not 500. 
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President Cruz made the motion to continue this Item after amendment to the next 
presentation to allow community members the opportunity to comment.  The 
motion was seconded by Director Crenshaw. 
 

1 Sylvia Cruz 

1 Johnny Gurski 

1 Brian Micó 

1 Cynthia Sandoval 

0 David Chacon 

1 Ester Petschar 

0 Carmen Tata 

1 Tom Williams 

0 Peter Kightlinger 

1 Jorge Garcia 

1 Karen Aceves 

1 Erika Crenshaw 

1 James Marin 

0 Jose Medina 

1 Anthony Lopez 

11 Motion passed with 11 “yes” votes and 0 “no”. 

 
10. Board Member Reports. Reports from the Board Directors’ Special 

Committees and Homelessness Ad Hoc Committee and brief 
announcements including an announcement about the LA32NC business 
cards and Director Polo shirts. 
 
Jorge Garcia announced that a small lot provision developer, Mr. Kaleb, will 
present his plans on Wednesday, January 20, 2021 to the Planning Commission 
Meeting at 6:00 p.m.  The development is single family home and with six 
subdivisions within the lot.  No variance has been attained at this time.  The 
location is Topaz and Rose Hill. 
 
Director Williams stated that the Eagle Rock Neighborhood Council met and a 
development was opposed by the neighborhood council regarding land use for 
the Lincoln Heights ridgeline with a vote of 16-0 with 4 abstentions after a 
lengthy discussion to protect the ridgelines.  The Lincoln Heights Planning 
Commission has formed a LA Planning Alliance to deal with planning issues for 
neighborhood councils to protect hillsides that are threatened by over 
development and to protect the environment and green space.  More 
information is available at nelasoul.org. 
 
President Cruz showed the Board their T shirts and business cards.  The shirts 
should be worn at future community events for identity and to show pride.  There 
have been many delays in this process due to the possibility of a name change for 
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LA-32NC that was voted down.  COVID19 has presented challenges that also 
caused delay.  There was the addition of three new Boardmembers and vacating 
Boardmembers, e-mail changes and size changes.  All issues have been resolved 
and our shirts have arrived and the local vendor advanced the expense and should 
be paid immediately. 
 
President Cruz requested a social distance pick up at El Sereno Senior Center at 
noon this Saturday.  Please wear masks.  Director Sandoval will be bringing face 
masks for all Board member. 
 

11. Motion to adjourn. 
 
President Cruz made the motion to adjourn at 8:43 p.m. 
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January 25th, 2021 

 

The Honorable Hilda Solis 

Los Angeles County Board of Supervisor 

 

Dear Hilda Solis, 

 

On behalf of [Community Organization’s Name], I am writing to communicate our full support and 

request for the Los Angeles County and State Departments of Public Health to immediately authorize 

schools in the Los Angeles Unified School District (Los Angeles Unified) to serve as COVID-19 vaccine 

sites for school staff and the community at large. We hope that state and local agencies will expedite the 

review process for applications coming from Los Angeles Unified. We are asking for your leadership to 

help expedite approvals of Los Angeles Unified Schools as vaccine sites. 

 

[Organization Name]’s mission is to serve the families of El Sereno. We have seen first hand the 

leadership and safety net that our neighborhood schools have provided since the pandemic began. Schools 

are trusted community partners, are accessible to and can accommodate large groups of individuals with 

safe social distancing, and have trained and qualified staff on site.  

 

Our neighborhood schools are uniquely situated and qualified to help in the vaccination effort:  

 

Our Neighborhood Schools Are Trusted Community Partners 

 

● Los Angeles Unified schools are conveniently located in the middle of neighborhoods where 

people live, which will help make vaccines accessible to people in all communities, in particular 

those who may lack access to health care services and reliable transportation. Families trust 

schools to keep their children safe and that trust extends to all aspects of a child’s life. Providing 

the vaccination at a trusted location will increase the chances of a successful and more speedy 

vaccination effort.  

 

● Since this crisis began, Los Angeles Unified has proven its ability to meet the needs of the 

community on a dramatic scale. The 63 food distribution centers at schools have provided our 

families and community members over 96 million meals along with 18 million items of much-

needed supplies. They have distributed computers and internet access to 500,000 students, and 

operate 42 COVID testing centers at schools that have administered more than 350,000 tests to 

staff members, students and their families – the largest school-based program in the nation. 

 

Our Neighborhood Schools Keep Visitors, Staff, and Families Safe  

 

● Schools have the space needed to allow individuals to wait safely after their vaccine dose to make 

sure they aren’t having an adverse reaction. Schools have all the necessary infrastructure already 

in place – security, electricity, restrooms and both covered and open areas – to support the 

vaccination process. 

 

● Los Angeles Unified has school-based health clinics in high-needs areas which are already 

licensed to provide vaccinations. These sites can immediately provide COVID-19 vaccinations 

while more locations at additional schools become qualified under state guidelines. 

 

Our Neighborhood Schools Have the Necessary Infrastructure 
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● Los Angeles Unified has the staffing, both clinical and logistical, to begin administering 

vaccinations now. The District employs more than 450 registered nurses and 120 licensed 

vocational nurses, all of whom can administer the vaccine and can attend to those who may have 

an adverse reaction to the vaccine. Moreover, these nurses have experience working with and 

caring for members of our neighborhood school and community.  

 

● Los Angeles Unified has a technology and data system which can register individuals, schedule 

vaccination appointments and share the data with appropriate authorities. Microsoft is connecting 

the District’s existing COVID-19 technology capabilities with the vaccine platform Microsoft has 

deployed in other cities and states across the country. This platform includes registration and 

scheduling, reporting on complications/adverse effects, tracking of vaccines in stock, contactless 

appointment check-in and data capture at time of appointment, rules to sort high-risk individuals 

and offer waitlists to low-risk individuals and dashboards to view data, among other features. 

 

 Equity in Community Access 

 

● As you know, access to health care services is a real barrier for many people in low-income 

communities. More than 80% of the families served by Los Angeles Unified live in poverty and 

83% are Black and Latino residents, which have been the demographics most impacted by the 

virus. It’s critical that the vaccine be made available to these families. In a typical community we 

serve, there are about three drug stores, two fire stations and 25 schools. No organization has the 

infrastructure to provide easier access to vaccinations than schools.  

 

Other Communities Have Made Schools a Priority  

 

● New York has begun providing vaccinations to those who work in schools and Kansas City has 

committed to provide vaccinations to all school district staff in February. Locally, vaccinations 

are available in Riverside for all who work in education, in Ventura teachers will start receiving 

vaccinations next week and Long Beach will begin providing vaccinations to school employees 

later this month. 

  
We need our schools to reopen as soon as possible, and in the safest way possible; having Los Angeles 

Unified as a vaccination partner would be an important and unprecedented benefit to this cause.  

 

We are asking for your support in expediting approvals for Los Angeles Unified as a vaccination partner. 

We need your voice and leadership to get these vaccines distributed effectively, efficiently, and through 

trusted school sites.  

 

Thank you, 

 

[Your Name], [Title] 

[Organization] 

[Email] 

[Phone] 

[Street Address] 

[City/State Address]  

 

Cc: 

[Local City Councilmember] 

  



[Your Organization’s Logo Here] 

 

  

 

     

    

   

 



R&S Litho
2806 1/2 N Main Street
Los Angeles, CA 90031
(323) 459-5205

Invoice

Item Quantity Description       Unit  Amount

1 15  Polo shirt for Outreach and Services Rendered -
   Port Authority Silk Touch - Cool Grey, embroidered
   with LA32 Neighborhood logo on left chest front,
   and personalize with name on right chest front
   (6) Female polos:
    Sylvia Cruz      42.00  42.00
    Cynthia A. Sandoval     42.00  42.00
    Ester Petschar     42.00  42.00
    Carmen Tata      42.00  42.00
    Karen Aceves      42.00  42.00
    Erika Crenshaw     42.00  42.00
   (9) Male polos:
    Johnny Gurski      42.00  42.00
    Brian Mico      42.00  42.00
    David Chacon      42.00  42.00
    Dr. Tom Williams     42.00  42.00
    Peter Kightlinger     42.00  42.00
    Anthony Lopez      42.00  42.00
    Jose R. Medina      42.00  42.00
    Jorge Garcia      42.00  42.00
    James Marin       42.00  42.00

2   Artwork - setup and embroidery file prep     55.00

           Total:  685.00
           Sales Tax:     65.00
           Total Due:        $750.00

Sold to:

LA32 Neighborhood Council

Ship to:

Same

Invoice No.: 9108
Date: January 6, 2021

Terms: COD Purchase order No.: Requisitioner:  



R&S Litho
2806 1/2 N Main Street
Los Angeles, CA 90031
(323) 459-5205

Invoice

Item Quantity Description       Unit  Amount

  1 15 Sets Business cards - full color, 16 pt card stock, gloss finish             
   (500) Sylvia Cruz      55.00  55.00
   (500) Johnny Gurski      55.00  55.00
   (500) Brian Mico      55.00  55.00
   (500) David Chacon      55.00  55.00
   (500) Cynthia A. Sandoval     55.00  55.00
   (500) Ester Petschar      55.00  55.00
   (500) Carmen Tata      55.00  55.00
   (500) Dr. Tom Williams     55.00  55.00
   (500) Peter Kightlinger     55.00  55.00
   (500) Anthony Lopez      55.00  55.00
   (500) Jose R. Medina      55.00  55.00
   (500) Karen Aceves      55.00  55.00
   (500) Jorge Garcia      55.00  55.00
   (500) James Marin       55.00  55.00
   (500) Erika Crenshaw      55.00  55.00

  2   Artwork - setup and revisions       88.25

           Total:  913.25
           Sales Tax:     86.75
           Total Due:    $1,000.00

Sold to:

LA32 Neighborhood Council

Ship to:

Same

Invoice No.: 9107
Date: January 6, 2021

Terms: COD Purchase order No.: Requisitioner:  



Neighborhood Council Funding Program

APPLICATION for Neighborhood Purposes Grant (NPG)

Name of NC from which you are seeking this grant:

Organization Name Federal I.D. # (EIN#) State of Incorporation Date of 501(c)(3) 
Status (if applicable)

Organization Mailing Address City State Zip Code

Business Address (If different) City State Zip Code

1d)

Name

2) Type of Organization- Please select one:

Public School (not to include private schools) or 501(c)(3) Non-Profit (other than religious institutions)

Attach Grant Request on School Letterhead Attach IRS Determination Letter

Name / Address of Affiliated Organization City State Zip Code
(If applicable)

4) Please describe the purpose and intent of the grant.

5) How will this grant be used to primarily support or serve a public purpose and benefit the public at-large.

(Grants cannot be used as rewards or prizes for individuals)



This form is to be completed by the applicant seeking the Neighborhood Purposes Grant and submitted to the

Neighborhood Council from whom the grant is being sought. All applications for grants must be reviewed and approved

in a public meeting. The Neighborhood Council (NC), upon approval of the application, shall submit the approved

application along with all required documentation to the Department of Neighborhood Empowerment. 

1a)

1b)

1c)

3)

Email

SECTION I- APPLICANT INFORMATION

Phone

PRIMARY CONTACT INFORMATION:

SECTION II - PROJECT DESCRIPTION
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LA32

YOUTH FILM PRODUCTIONS 82-2385573 California Jan 18 2021

2916 West Main Street #G Alhambra CA 91801

MICHEL GERREN 323 239-0201 latenitegano@gmail.com



Provide the necessary tools for filming, video editing and production. The students will learn
how to create Content and stream online, while learning the industry with hands on experience
and be given the resources to fulfill their passion and purpose in life. The students will submit
their work to mvpchannel.net to be judged for YFP Film Festival. Also, promoting self
confidence in the students by developing and disseminate content on their own
empowering youth and teach a strong sense of self. The students will gain technical skills,
improve their academic and personal behavior giving them long lasting career and life goals.

The students will gain technical skills and improve their academic and personal behavior 
giving them long lasting career and life goals. Students will give back to their community by
video-taping their community events-schools, churches, farmers markets, athletic programs 
and academic programs. The 3rd annual YFP Film Festival will give student film makers a 
chance to shine a spotlight on their film! With the belief that cinematic storytelling can make 
a difference in our world, the YFP Film Festival is dedicated to shining a spotlight on films 
that make a difference.



City of Los Angeles, Department of Neighborhood Empowerment 

NPG APPL/CATION Page 2 
SECTION Ill - PROJECT BUDGET OUTLINE 

6a) Personnel Related Expenses Requested of NC Total Projected Cost 
Printing & Advertising $2,500 $2,500 
Marketing / Website IT support $500 $800 
Insurance $125 $250 

6b) Non-Personnel Related Expenses Requested of NC Total Projected Cost 
Hats Bags student stipens $300 $400 
T -Shirts $600 $750 
Equipment Rental/Microphones, virtual it Support $975 $1,200 

7) Have you (applicant) applied to any other Neighborhood Councils requesting funds for this project?
S No □ Yes, please list names of NCs:

8) Is the implementation of this specific program or purpose described in box 4 above contingent on any other
factors or sources or funding? (Including NPG applications to other NCs) □ No □ Yes, please describe:

Source of Fundinq Amount Total Projected Cost 

9) What is the TOTAL amount of the grant funding requested with this application: $5,000 
�-�------� 

10a) Start date: 1°3128121 10b) Date Funds Required: 2115121

10c) Expected completion date: 03129121 (After completion of the project, the applicant must submit a 
follow-up form to the Neighborhood Council and the Department of Neighborhood Empowerment) 

SECTION IV - POTENTIAL CONFLICTS OF INTEREST 

11a) Do you (applicant) have a former or existing relationship with a Board Member of the NC? 
GI No □ Yes - Please describe below:

Name of NC Board Member Relationship to Applicant 

11 b) If yes, did you request that the board member consult the Office of the City Attorney before 
filing this application? □Yes □ No *(Please note that if a Board Member of the NC has a conflict of
interest and completes this form, or participates in the discussion and voting of this NPG, the Department 
will deny the payment of this grant in its entirety.) 

SECTION V- DECLARATION AND SIGNATURE 

I hereby affirm that, to the best of my knowledge, the information provided herein and communicated otherwise 
is truly and accurately stated. I further affirm that I have read Appendix A, "What is a Public Benefit," and 
Appendix B "Conflicts of Interest" of this application and affirm that the proposed project(s) and/or program(s) 
fall within the criteria of a public benefit project/program and that no conflict of interest exist that would 
prevent the awarding of the Neighborhood Purposes Grant. I affirm that I am not a current Board Member of the 
Neighborhood Council to whom I am submitting this application. I further affirm that if the grant received is not 
used in accordance with the the terms of the application stated here, said funds shall be returned immediately 
to the Neighborhood Council. 

-REQUIRED* � 
12a) Executive Director of Non-Profit Corporation or School Principe

---:: 
/ � 

Michel Gerren President __ ]f;_.._
l
_,.�iilli/4,_f...,_611111���-------L-

PRINT Name Title �•ory\1.um, -

12b) Secretary of Non-profit Corporation or Assistant School Principal - � ,··;: ,· 1,
7 
:' ·a- JVA,�-� 

Letty Lopez Secretary '-// ($J_gnatu 

PRINT Name Title Signature 

1/18/21 

Date 

1/18/21 

Date 

* If a current Board Member holds the position of Executive Director or Secretary, please contact the Department
at (213) 978-1551 for instructions on completing this form

Revised 012615 - Page 2 of 2 
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